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FROM THE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

,~
9 ~--.~ ~/
~~When the business news re-

porters recently compiled
their year-end summaries,

most emphasized that 1985 will be re-
membered for the mergers and acquisi-
tions; those that occurred, those. that
did not, and those that were planned
but not yet consummated.
A number of the corporations which

merged had EAPs, and the labor, man-
agement and contract administrators
involved in those programs had to deal
with this modern-day industrial fact of
life.

MERGERS &ACQUISITIONS

EAP providers themselves are par-
ticipating in mergers and acquisitions,
and it looks like these will be increas-
ingly significant in 1986. They will in-
volvethe merging of one or more inde-
pendent EAP providers, the acquisi-
tion of one or more providers by other
providers, and the buying out of EAP
providers by other companies that pre-
viously have not been in the EAP field.
One of the more interesting develop-
ments involving buy outs relates to in-
surance companies. For years, many
of us in the EAP field have expected
property, casualty, liability and health
insurance companies to recognize the
value of EAPs in reducing their risk.
With the need to market their products
more aggressively and maintain their
competitiveness, as well as discover-
ingthat EAPs are an effective loss-con-
trol mechanism, some insurance com-
panies are starting or acquiring EAP
services.

It is not only the insurance com-
panies which are shopping. In my Jan-
uary, 1985 column, 1 wrote about the
"vertical integration" of EAP, whereby
health care providers (such as hospi-
tals) offer EAP services. This phenom-
enon continues, and hospitals are shop-
pingfor EAPs.
The health care industry itself is un-

dergoingtremendous changes (incase
you had not noticed). Individual hos-
pitals are being acquired or affiliating

with chains. The chains are experi-
menting with various components
such as providing hospices, acquiring
medical schools and creating their
own health insurance plans. Adding
EAPs fits some of their plans. Of
course, if an EAP provider is acquired
by a hospital chain (or anyone else, for
that matter), there is no guarantee of
continued support. As the parent com-
pany experiments with how to best
compete in the volatile health care in-
dustry, the EAP will be subject to
further business conditions and corpo-
rate politics.
What does this mean for the AL-

MACA membership? The changes im-
pact the in-house provider as well as
the outside agency. As administrator
of an in-house program, an ALMACA
member may find that a contractor for
a subgroup of the company has been
acquired by another EAP provider, or
by a health care chain. The outside
provider may be approached by cor-
porate representatives to discuss a buy
out. They may find that one of their
clients suddenly owns an EAP pro-
vider. They may find that a referral
agency has acquired an EAP component.

AGGRESSIVE ADVERTISING

Does this al I mean that the smaller, in-
dependent EAP provider is going the
way of the Dodo Bird? Emphatically
not. As we all know, there is plenty of
potential need for al I, I believe that the
aggressive advertising by the alcohol-
ism treatment chains has been a big
help to everyone involved in alcohol-
ism treatment, includingthe small, in-
dependent treatment centers, and the
alcoholics and their families. By the
same token, national and regional ad-
vertising by the expanding EAP chains
will increase the awareness of labor
and management leaders about EAPs,
as well as the general public. This will
lead to more organizations being inter-
ested in developing EAPs.

With the emergence of a wider vari-
ety of EAP providers—large and smal I,

freestanding or affiliate, nationwide or
single-community—the in-house co-
ordinator who purchases services is
going to have to become a sophisti-
cated shopper. The buyer wil I have to
ask more than how much and how
often. The question of what and how
will become more important. Avariety
of EAP contractors means that there is
one to meet every organizational
need, but the organization has to
know what their own needs are.

Evaluation of EAP efforts will help
the in-house coordinator determine if
the service being purchased continues
to meet the needs of the organization.
This refers not only to the EAP contrac-
tor, providing the service that it is
under contract to provide, but to the
in-house coordinator, who is aware of
his or her organization's changing
needs, as well as the responsibility to
renegotiate the contract to address
those needs.

NEW VS. OLD MODElS

The "pure" OPC consulting model was
for an outside expert to come i n, assess
the EAP needs of an organization, de-
sign an EAP program, help implement
it, and then quietly pul I up stakes to do
the same with another work organiza-
tion. It evolved as many consultants
stayed on to administer the EAP on a
contractual basis. The setting changed
as NIAAA encouraged its comprehen-
sivealcoholism treatment center gran-
tees to do community outreach and
education for the industries in their
communities. We now have large na-
tional contractors, consultants who
direct EAPs only, while others provide
short-time clinical health services,
along with the EAP. My guess is that al
the old models wil I stay, and there wi
be more new models. That means there
is room for all, but not necessarily
means that all will survive. Ones that
keep an eye on the new developments
and decide how to position them-
selves will, as in most businesses,
stand a better chance of survival. ❑
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ONE MEMBER'S
VIEW

EAP/Physician Communication: A Problem?
by Linda Hay Crawford, M.Ed.
Administrator, Alcoholism and Drug
Abuse Detoxification and Evaluation
Program
and William E. Flynn, M.D.
Director, Alcohol and Drug Services
Georgetown Medical Center
Washington, D.C.

n the course of the assessment
process, EAP practitioners may on
occasion consider contacting their

clients' personal physicians. Often, an
employee referred to the EAP states
that he or she is already undergoing
treatment or therapy.

Why bother
contacting the
physician atall?
As EAP profes-
sionals, physi-
cians have infor-
mation on their

~ patients —our
~~~W'~~ ' ~: clients —which
~ , ' may be needed for

Linda Crawford an accurate assess-
ment. Paying a phone call is also com-
mon courtesy. Furthermore, it may be
necessary to ascertain whether that
physician is part of the problem or,
otherwise, wants to be of assistance.

Often, it is this mixed agenda which
can make such calls awkward and
nonproductive. If a client is already in
a physician's care, the EAP professional
immediately may
be suspect of either
the patients gen-
uine participation
in that care or the ~` ''
care's effective-
Hess. ~~~~~ 1
Over the last ..

several months, ~'
we have informally
taken a survey of William Flynn
EAP practitioners in their approaches
to physicians, and their attitudes to-
ward them. Several practitioners no
longer bother cal I i ng their cl Tents' doc-
tors, or put it off until absolutely neces-
sary. Others report being chastised for
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interfering with the patient-physician
relationship, or having received com-
plaint letters suggesting they may be
practicing medicinewithoutalicense.
Most EAP practitioners report mixed

results in interfacing with physicians,
primarily due to the lack of knowledge
by both parties on the other's cultures
and roles. It has become clear, how-
ever, that with the proliferation and
acceptance of EAPs, our impact is re-
verberatingthroughout the health care
profession. The intervention mechan-
ism whereby EAPs identify faltering
workers and motivate them toward
treatment in earlier stages of their ill-
nesses poses a challenge to the physi-
cian culture and practice.
On June 1 and December 11, 1985,

we gathered a circle of individuals in

the D.C. area to discuss these con-
cerns, identify where the specific con-
flicts lie, and develop interim guide-
lines for constructive communication.
We hope that our suggestions (see box),
promote mutual understanding between
the EAP and medical professional.

ISSUES OF CONFLICT

The immediate issues which we iden-
tified as creating conflict are:
• a lack of knowledge and under-

standing of each other's cultures or
methods of practice.

• the proactive approach of EAPs ver-
sus the traditional, nonconfrontive
approach by physicians.

• the questioning by physicians of the
EAP practitioner's skills and train-

Suggested Guidelines for
Communicating with Physicians
1. Avoid being confrontational with physicians. It is EAP's nature and

scope of practice to be confrontational. It is not the practice of the physi-
cian, who will immediately resist this approach.

2. Present your observations or conclusions as preliminary, allowing the
physician to participate in the final conclusions, as opposed to initially
confronting him with your final conclusion, which he can only meekly
accept or oppose.

3. Make it clear that you are not practicing medicine without a license.
Physicians I isten for non-physicians to do this and are threatened by some-
oneextending into physician boundaries.

4. While calling a physician, use the experience of your company in
dealing with impaired employees and the authority given to the EAP in
stating your case.

5. Don't patronize.

6. Recognize the M.D.'s role and try to include him or her in planning.

7. Recognize your client's tendency to split you and the physician, and
liability in allowing that to happen.

8. Be cognizant of your own past negative experiences with physicians,
and the hostility that may result, so it does not interfere with your objectivity.

9. Give your credentials and experience.

10. Encourage the utilization of other M.D.'s for second medical opinions.

11. Involve your client so that he prepares the physician for your call, and
underscore the importance of that call.



ing, especially in regard to alcohol-
ism and drug abuse, and vice versa.

• the problem of EAP practitioners
crossing boundaries and practicing
medicine without a license. Assess-
ment is often presented as diagnosis
to physicians.

• the mixed agenda by EAPs on whom
they serve, i.e., the employer as
well as the client. Often, if job per-
formance doesn't improve, the em-
ployee leaves his employment and
the relationship with the EAP prac-
titioner is ended, while a physician
serves the patient alone and has re-
sponsibility for that individual's
long-term care.

• time constraints of EAP profession-
als to move quickly and effectively
toward selecting a specific treat-
ment option, while a physician
tends to take more time in pursuing
slower, more cautious options.

• the reluctance of physicians to dis-
cuss patient care with non-physi-
cians. Many of us have experienced
physician refusal to return phone
calls. The lack of a collegial attitude
by physicians adds to resistance by
EAPs to include them.
As difficult as it is sometimes to

account for a physician's role in the
assessment and subsequent referral of
the EAP client, it is a necessary step
which in the long run may be most
beneficial to the troubled individual.
Physicians can reinforce the patient's
treatment efforts and provide long-
term follow-up.

MESHING OF ROLES

At Georgetown Medical Center, we
have the unique ability to foster the
meshing of the EAP and physician
roles. We serve several EAPs through
our services and teach our medical
students about EAPs. Through the
senior medical student clerkship in
psychiatry on the Alcohol and Drug
Unit, a student is assigned a patient
and an EAP coordinator. Based on the
guidelines which have evolved out of

our experience, we believe it is a pri-
mary opportunity for EAP profession-
als and medical students to interface,
and we believe the kind of program
which must proliferate in order to aug-
mentmutual understanding.
A more meticulous review of the

physician-EAP relationship is in the
best interest of our field. EAP prac-
titionersare different than other health
professionals and should strive toward
special working accommodations.
Our immediate suggestions is to or-
ganize workshops and seminars on
this topic, involving both EAP and
medical organizations. Perhaps AL-
MACA chapters are an appropriate
forum for discussion. We hope you will
contact us if you are interested in this
issue, and strive for more communica-
tion and constructive action. ❑

The World
Conference

on Alcoholism
Vienna, Austria

October 18-25, 1986
The fabulous city of Vienna will be the

host for the World Conference on
Alcoholism in 1986 -and have we
planned a conference for you!

Subject areas will range from the
Disease Concept to Adult Children of
Alcoholics, from the Treatment of the
Family to New Trends in Addiction
Research, with many topics in between.

We have even included 2 free days for
you to sample all of the splendor and
richness of Vienna and their most
gracious people.

We look forward ro seeing you in
Vienna, October 18-25, 1986. li s going
to be a great conference you won't want
[o miss.

For a complete conference
brochure call:

1-800-845-1567
(in GA 404-641-9286)

Or write to us at: Charter Medical
Corporation, Addictive Disease Division
11050 Crabapple Rd./Suite D-120,
Roswell, GA 30075

C F Sponsored by Charter
Medical Corporation

Specialists in the treatment of

Women ~ Female Adolescents

~ Alcoholism and all chemical dependencies

~ Innovative Aftercare Program

• Facilities and Program for

Children of Patients

• Pregnancy Program

• Separate Adult and

Adolescent Programs

• Medically -
Supervised Detox ~„;

• Low Rates ~ ;~, ~ "~~

• Fully Accredited ,
~ 

r-«'.

,,~ _...

OLUMBIA
~SP~T~~ P.O. Box 147

Buena, Washington 98921
1-800-222-3273 (]n Washington)
1-800-525-2517 (Outside Washington)
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UPDATE ON
CREDENTIALING

Chapter Presidents Respond
by Judi Laws
ALMACA Credentialing Specialist

n the Credentialing Time Line
(January ALMACAN), Tasks
1-5b have been completed.

To summarize, they involved selecting
a committee, identifying potential
vendors, soliciting chapter president
views, and developing an RFP. As we
revise the RFP, we are being guided by
input from the Ad Hoc Credentialing
Committee (see box, next page>, and
by the responses we received from the
chapter presidents on key credential-
ing issues. (See Table 1)

Since THEALMACAN is the primary
med ium for the ALMACA Office to dis-
seminate information to each and
every member, this month's coverage
will report the views of chapter presi-
dents who responded to our query on
key credentialing issues. Being on a
very tight timetable, we knew that
chapter presidents would not have
time to present these issues at chapter
meetings. Therefore, in order to help
us shape the RFP, during late De-
cember, Tom Delaney asked chapter
presidents fortheir individual opinions
on seven issues. A rating scale appeared
at the end of each of the following
statements.
1) Levels of Credentialing—The chap-
ter submissions from the credential
workshop packets. indicated that the
majority (14 of 25 chapters) favored
one level of credential, initially—that
of senior professional. After there has
been time to see whether having only
one is adequate, consideration may be
given to adding other levels. Indicate
whether you agree that there shou Id be
one initial level of credentialing.
2) Credentialing Specialties—While
recognizing the variety of EAP work
settings and job requirements, chapter
submissions from the credentialing
workshop packets favored one generic
credential, initially (for administrators,
consultants, labor, management). It
would attest to the fact that creden-
tialed EAPs everywhere possessed the
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27 competencies (listed in theOctober
ALMACAN) which have been ap-
proved by the Board as the basis for the
EAP credential. Indicate whether you
favor one general EAP credential.
3) Renewal of Credential—In order to
insure continuing competence after
initial certification, most professions
have a requirement for renewal of the
credential. Because new knowledge
about employee problems and solu-
tions is coming to light every day, it is
essential that EAP professionals
demonstrate thei rstate-of-the-art com-
petence every two to five years, by
meeting some type of renewal require-
ments, e.g., CEUs, award of academic
degree with EAPspecialty, reexamina-
tion, academic teaching, on-the-job
program innovations, etc. Indicate
whether you agree that the EAP cre-
dential should be periodically renewed.
4) Experience
a. Do you agree that eligibility for a
senior EAP credential should require a
minimum of at least three years of full-
time, or six years of half-time work?
b. Must this experience for a senior
EAP credential have included all 27 of
the Board-approved competencies?
c. Would you agree that volunteer ac-
tivities, internships, and academic

degrees cannot be substituted for some
minimal length of experience?
5) Education—There should be no
academic degree required for creden-
tial applicants. However, some de-
grees (to be determined at a later date)
may be substituted for some but not all
of the work experience requirements.
Do you agree that there should be no
required academic degree atthis time?
6) Substitution of Other Professions'
Exams—Some certification bodies
allow those who have passed written
exams in allied professions to be
exempt from test-taking. Akin to inter-
state reciprocity agreements, this
would permit, for example, CACs,
MDs, ACSWs, etc., to forego sitting
the ALMACA exam, provided the
applicant meets all experience and
other requirements. Do you agree that
ALMACA should explore and consider
this kind of substitution for test-taking?
7) Grandfathering—There are several
ways of insuring fair treatment of all
applicants, while requiring each to
take a written exam. One option is to
use the grandfathers as the field test
participants whereby no pass/fail
scores are given; once the test is vali-
dated and pass/fail scores set, sub-
sequent applicants must achieve a

CHAPTER PRESIDENTS' RESPOI~lSES
Number of Responses

Criticallssue SA A N D

I . One Level 7
_'. One Credential 6
~. Credential Renewal 14
~1. Experieri~ial Reyuircrnents

a. Three-year minimum 6
b. All27comp~tencies 4
e. No substitutions 5

5. Education; Nodegree 7
6: SubstitutionExaminations 6
7. Grandfatherii~g

d. Sometestexemptions 6
b. Notestexemptions U

19 1 3
10 2 13
12 0 10

15 4 2

8 0 9

20 0 3
4 0 14

SA = Strongly Agree; A = Agree; N = Neutral;
17 — Disagree; SD = Strongly Disagree

Table I

SD



passing score. Another option is to
award aone-year provisional creden-
tial to those meeting certain require-
ments; at some time during that year,
the candidate must pass a written
exam in order to acquire a full, face-
value credential. A third option is to
assign a weight of, perhaps, 30% to
the written exam, with the other 70%
of the credentialing evaluation allo-
cated to such factors as work experi-
ence, references, exemplary contribu-
tions to the EAP field, etc. Please indi-
cate the degree to which you agree
with these two statements.

a. ALMACA should require that every
credential applicant take a written
exam, provided same exemption op-
tion (such as those listed above) be
established.

b. ALMACA should require that every
credential applicant pass a written
exam; no test exemption should be
available.

Thirty chapter presidents responded-
10 from the Eastern Region, 10 Cen-
tral, five Southern, and five Western.
Aggregate figures on their responses
are shown on Table 1. ❑

Board Credentialing Decisions
At the Board of Direc[urs

meeting on November 11,
ALMAC~ President Jack Hen-
nessy a~~d Executive Director
Tim Delaney were. asked to
develop two or more creden-
tialing procedures for consid-
cration at the March 25 Board
meeting. They we~~e instructed
to obtain "appropriate Board
participation" iii drawing up
these proposals. In order to
secure wide Board and re-
gional input, )ack exercised the
authority that Article VI, Sec-
tion 3 of the ALMACA Bylaws
provides him aid appointed an
Ad HocCredentialingCommiC-
tee for this purpose. The com-
mittee members are:
Gary Atkins (Chairperson),
ALMACA Vice President-
Operations, Sunnyvale, CA.
Jesse Bernstein, President,
Greater DetroitALMACA
Chapter, Ann Arbor, MI.

Tamara Cagney, Ch~irpe~son,
Nrogram Managers Committee,
nakland, CA.
George Cobbs, Chairperson,
Lak~or Committee, San
F i~ancisco, CA.
Terrence Cowan, Chairperson,
THE ALMACAN ,Advisory
Committee, Austin, TX.
Richard Groepper, founder of
the Georgia ALMACA Chapter,
Atlanta, GA.
Edgar Marchesini,
Chairperson, Special Projects
Committee, New York, NY.
Carol Nigut, representing the
Illinois Chapter, Chicago, IL.
Donald Phillips, Chairperson,
Education and Training
Committee, Washington, D.C.
Riley Regan, Chairperson,
Standards Committee,
Trenton, N1.
Peter Schweitzer, President,
New York City Chapter, East
Elmhurst, NY.

at Gracie Square
Hospital*

is Choices...

Alcohol and cross addiction problems may cause is available to meet need with choices that suit
individuals or even organizations to feel confused the person and their circumstances, including
or limited about what can be done. their health insurance coverage.

Breakthrough at Gracie Square Hospital
represents choices to those afflicted by alcohol
and cross addiction problems in their own lives,
as well as to corporations and organizations with
troubled employees.

From detoxification to flexible rehabilitation stays,
through convenient aftercare alternatives and
family counseling, the diversity of Breakthrough

ThaYs why we proudly say, Breakthrough is
choices.

Breakthrough
at Gracie Square Hospital
420 East 76th Street, New York, N.Y. 10021
(212)988-4400

' JCAH accredited. licensed by the Ne~v York Slate Division of Alcoholism
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WOMEN'S
ISSUES

V~/omen, Alcohol and the Workplace (Part II)

By Ann D. Clark, Ph.D. and
Stephanie S. Covington, Ph.D.

The first part of this two-part series was
published on page 8 of the January
ALMACAN.The first article in this series sum-

marized issues and factors con-
tributing to drinking among

women in the workplace. Findings
based partly on our survey of 100
women confirmed that the workplace
contributes to inappropriate drinking
patterns in women by creating pressure
to drink, providing unhealthy role
models, and by either informally sanc-
tioning or simply ignoring such be-
havior.

But the question remains, "How can
this problem be solved?" The previous
article outlined the factors, both subtle
and obvious, that contribute to problem
drinking among working women. This
article provides strategies for enhancing
the EAP's ability to meet the special
needs of female employees.

Because men and women have dif-
ferent life and job experiences, they
each demand specially designed inter-
vention programs or efforts to assist
them in getting help. Women histori-
cally have used health services more
than men--not because they are "sicker"
or "needier," but because they are more
wi Iling to seek help. Therefore, it is ap-

propriate for the EAP to reach out to
women employees.
To begin with, it is important to be

aware of the attitudes of the employer
and the EAP coordinator toward work-
ingwomen. Too often, because women
are overrepresented in low-skill, low-
pay jobs, employers feel it is easier to
replace them than to help them. Cer-
tainly, society's double-standard to-
ward women's alcohol and drug usage
filters into the workplace. This results
not only in a more negative attitude to-
ward their drinking, but nonsupport
when help or treatment is sought. To
work at optimum level, an effective
EAP coordinator must be sensitive to
and knowledgeable about the special
needs of women.

PREVENTION

The EAP can foster a culture of "op-
tions"—clear messagesthatdrinking is
never required in any social working
situation. Prevention efforts can be
greatly enhanced by gaining the sup-
port of top management and labor or-
ganizations. Acorporate image that
connotes sobriety as the norm and re-
spected in the work environment can
be promoted through policy state-
ments that discourage drinking by
supervisory personnel during lunch
hours or at company-sponsored events.

Firsthand Comments on Alcoholism and Work

IDENTIFICATION

The EAP can develop early identifica-
tion programs to help supervisors and
employees detect the onset and pro-
gression of alcoholism and other forms
of chemical dependency in women.
Often the symptoms described or the
problems presented by women dis-
guisethe real issue of chemical depen-
dency. For example, an addiction
problem may manifest itself as absen-
teeism, depression or physical illness.
The EAP must be alert to the fact that
the job performance model, which is a
primary assessment tool; may not be
an accurate indicator for women.
Since many women, more often than
men, are overskilled for the jobs they
hold, it is possible for them to work at
less than peak performance due to an
addiction problem and still meet the
job's performance criteria.

Further, the role of the male super-
visor in overprotecting the female em-
ployee has been well documented.
The EAP can educate supervisors to
use intervention to assist not conceal.

EDUCATION AND REFERRAL

The EAP needs to provide educa-
tional and outreach programs and
materials specifically designed for
women. Examples include a series of

Perhaps the best description of the relationship between alcohol and work is presented in these statements by working women:

//'t's hard to juggle everything. I //'think having a drink is okayto un- // I don't think I have a problem, but
come home, throw a load of wind after work, although it isn't sometimes I wonder. I know I'm

laundry in while the kids are helping always easy to stop after one. A lot of not as sharp at work sometimes as
get their own dinner. I'm going to times how much I drink depends on should be. Other times I'd like to ask
school part-time and my ex-husband job stress and on whether someone someone about it, but no one seems
isn't much help. I don't have any fam- else is drinking with me. Alcoholism to talk about drinking—except the
ily to help. I feel so alone and tired, does run in my family and that does guys that brag. I mean, women .. .
and it just helps sometimes tositdown worry me sometimes. I like to go out they don't seem to discuss it. But
with a couple of glasses of wine and after work with other people. Some- think iYs beginning to be a problem
forget it all." times that has gotten me into trouble." for me."
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appeals to women who are at risk of
alcohol problems, publications
showing positive images of women
and using female subjects and pro-
nouns, and publicity of resources
specifically geared to women's
needs.

In addition, women often are reluc-
tant to confide in male counselors.
Consequently, a program that effec-
tively meets women's needs should
make female counseling staff available
at both the intervention and treatment
stages. Each EAP should develop a net-
work of well-established referrals for
female clients.

Educational programs could include
general information on chemical de-
pendency—i.e., stages, symptoms
and recent research on genetic predis-
position. Special emphasis should be
placed on the interactive effects of al-
cohol on other problems that affect
women. Four significant areas of con-
cern are stress, physiologically related
factors such as PMS, depression and
eating disorders.
The EAP can expand education to

include stress reduction programs em-
phasizing alternative ways of coping
with pressure. Ultimately, however,
employers will need to alleviate the
sources of stress in the workplace by
providing more frequent and equitable
employment opportunities for women.

RESEARCH

More research and data collection by
EAPs, training institutions and health
professionals are needed. Such data
include not only information on drink-
ing patterns of women, but on such
correlated concerns as the impact of
stress, family problems and working
conditions. Certainly the efficacy of
intervention strategies and prevention
programs must be further evaluated.
By educating themselves and focus-

ing on the special needs of women,
EAPs can become responsive to
women's lives—a tool that women can
use in healing themselves. ❑

a

Consider This One Small Miracle .. .
perfect attendance for
6 consecutive Mondays.r ~~°,{,,

a.:...+

"~ -r Today is the 6th consecutive Monday
~~` Beds made it to work ... committed to

~
a':

her career and Feeling well.

A few months ago her supervisor was
~'' afraid he would have to let her go

... repeated high absenteeism ...
moodiness ... declining work per-
formance ... and then she had an acci-
dent in the employee parking area.

Thanks to our choice of Mountain
Wood For her treatment program,
that's all behind us now. It's great to sec
Bev back at work!

If you have an employee with an alco-
hol ordrug dependency call Mountain
Wood • • • for one small miracle..

Mountain Wood
a center for the treatment of
alcoholism &drug abuse

t` 804-971-8245.r ...~,.......

500 Old Lynchburg Road
P.O. Box 5546

Charlottesville, Virginia 22905

AL'COHOL', COCAIT~IE'
and OTHER DRUG PROBLEMS

• A Complete Confidential Medical and Psychiatric Evaluation...
•Private, Confidential, and Individual Treatment
•24-Hour Medical Supervision and Support
•Modern Residential Setting •Special Familization Program

•Individual and Group Therapy
•Covered by Most Insurance Plans

"n
NAPLES RESEARCH
& COUNSELING CENTER

Toll Free 1 (8~~~ 722' l0~
24-Hour Assistance

1 tVOO) ~V~-3508 Florida Only
•Call for complete confidential iMormation on our residential treatment
program or insurance approval.

•Call for our complimentary copy of "Guidelines for Recovery."
•Call regarding our intervention services.

Fred H. Wass, M.H.S. Director of Clinical Services

NAPLES RESEARCH &COUNSELING CENTER
"The nation's most comprehensive system jor the heatment oJaddictiue disorders."

9001 Tamiami Trail South •Naples, Florida 33962
(813) 775.4500 d.c.n.H. accredited

An alliliate of WILMAC Health Care... Partners in Family Progress Member of the American Hospital Association
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REGIONS AND
CHAPTERS

Western New England
Symposium

// ~etworking for People and Profit,"the theme of the fourth annual
Western New England ALMACA Sym-
posium will be held on April 16 at the
Sheraton Inn in West Springfield,
Massachusetts.

Five workshops are planned for at-
tendees and include: Establishing an
EAP: How it Works; EAPs: Who Makes
Up the Network?; Labor/Management
Working Together, or Do They?; Em-
ployee Alcoholism: The Total Picture;
and Confidentiality &Legal Issues.

Forfurther information contact: Col-
ette J. Ross,,47 Mayfair Street, E. Long-
meadow, MA 01028, (413) 525-4655.

Metrolina Training
Seminar
The seventh annual Metrolina AL-

MACA Training Seminar will be
held March 20-21 at the University of
North Carolina at Charlotte College of
Business Administration. The theme
will be "1986: Preparationfor Creden-
tialing."
ALMACA Credentialing Specialist

Judi Laws will be featured at the ban-
quet and discuss recent credentialing
developments, and .the plenary session
will feature syndicated cartoonist Doug
Marlette of the Charlotte Observer,
whose speech .is titled "Cartooning!
Unmodifiable Behavior." Seminar
speakers will include: Alisse C.
Camazine, Attorney, Clayton, MO;
Jim Roth, President, Behavioral-Medi-
cal Resources, Inc., Tempe, AZ; Bette
Ann Weinstein, President, Motivational
Programs and Training, Bethesda,
MD; Don Phillips, President, COPE,
Inc., Washington, D.C.

For more information contact: Karen
P. Harkey, Metrolina EAP, Conference
Publicity Chairperson, 100 Billingsley
Rd., Charlotte, NC 2821 1; (704) 376-
7465.
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Georgia's 11th
EAP Institute
The Georgia Chapter is once again

cosponsoring the EAP Institute,
scheduled for May 18-23 in Atlanta,
Georgia. This year's theme is "Com-
petency: Training for Tomorrow."
Included on the impressive listof 29
faculty members are: Drs. Paul Roman
and Terry Blum, Tulane University;
Dr. Harrison Trice, Cornell Univer-
sity; Drs. John Erfurt and Andrea
Foote, University of Michigan; Dr.
Bradley Googins, Boston University;
Dr. C. Howard Grimes, Georgia In-
stitute of Technology; Dick Groepper,
Crawford and Company; and Donald
Sandin, Sandin &Associates, and
others.
A report of -last year's conference

was published on page 27 of the July
1985 ALMACAN. For more informa-
tion on the 1986 program contact:
Dept. of Continuing Education-R,
Georgia Institute of Technology, At-
lanta, GA 30332-0385; (404) 894-
2400.

New Chapter
Officers

NORTH TEXAS CHAPTER

President, Joseph P. Borsh, AT&T
Communications, Dallas

Vice President, Mary Hubbard,
APFA, Euless

Secretary, )ohnie Qualls, City of
Dallas, Dallas

Treasurer, Wright L. Carlisle,
Atchison, Topeka &Santa Fe Railroad,
Fort Worth
Program Chairperson, Kenneth W.

Osean, Planned Performance, Irving

CENTRAL AND WESTERN
NEW YORK CHAPTER

President, Joe DiMaria, Employee
Health Referral Systems, Rochester

Vice President, Kay Johnson, EAP
of Rochester, Rochester

Secretary/Treasurer, Bob Conway,
Conway Associates, Inc., Rochester

HURON VALLEY (MICHIGAN)
CHAPTER

Vice President, Keith Bruhnsen,
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

Secretary, Kathy Klykylo, Personal
Performance Consultants, Southfield
Bruhnsen and Klykylo are filling
vacancies on the chapter executive
committee.

COLUMBIA RIVER CHAPTER

President, Gregory Lee, St. Vincent
Hospital, Portland, OR
Vice President, Michael Dinius,

Health Systems Services, Vancouver,
WA

Secretary, Lynn McClenahan,
Consultant, Portland, OR

Treasurer, Ray McDonald, CHZM
Hill, Portland, OR

HUDSON VALLEY CHAPTER

President, Marcia E. Nagle,
Longview Associates, Inc., Mt. Kisco,
NY
Vice President, Edward King, King

Consultants, Inc., Greenwich, CT
Secretary, William E. Kirtsos,

Westchester/Putnam Counties EAP
Consortium, White Plains, NY

Treasurer, William O'Brien, White
Plains, NY

1986 Regional
Conferences
Central Region—C<~lun~f,u~,
OH, May 5-6.
Eastern Region—t3utral~, ~~~11',
June 8-1 1. Contact: Eci Cari~~r ~~~
(716).885-0701 .
Western Region—San L~i~~;;~,,
CA, Nlarch 2h-28, Co~it;.ct:
Sharon Rh~~cl~~~ ~~~ r(, I ~~i ~~, I-
1698.



NORTHEASTERN CONFERENCE on

ALCOHOLISM and DRUG DEPENDENCE

l~/I a 4- 7Y
1986

SHERATON-ISLANDER INN &CONFERENCE CENTER

NEWPORT, RHODE ISLAND

The Honorable Harold E. Hughes, Opening Speaker

FACULTY

Robert J, Ackerman, Ph.D.

Sheila Blume, M.D.

Stephanie Brown, Ph.D.

Millicent Buxton, B.A.

Philip Oliver-Diaz, M.S.W., C.S.W

William Griffith, M.D.

Rev. Philip Hansen, C.T.

Giles Kelly, O.F.M., C.A.C.

Est~1r ~~sk~p„ Macs
Valerie Pinhas, Ph.D.

Robert Premer, M.D.

RoseAnn Shorey, Ph.D.

David Smith, M.D.

G. Douglas Talbott, M.D,

John Wallace, Ph.D.

Arnold Washton, Ph.D.

Janet Woititz, Ed.D.

SPONSORED BY EDGEHILL NEWPORT FOUNDATION

CO-SPONSORED BY AMERICAN MEDICAL SOCIETY ON ALCOHOLISM AND OTHER DRUG DEPENDENCIES, INC.

F'OC Information, Return Coupon or Contact AMSAODDI is accredited by the Accreditation Council forCMEs and certifies that this continuing medical

Edgehill Newport Foundation education offering meets the criteria foc 18 hours in Category I of the physicians' recognition award of
the American Medical Association.Beacon Hill Road Suite 107

Newport, RI 02840 (401) 847-2225 AAFP has reviewed and accepted NECAD for 18 prescribed hours,

Early Registration Discount CAC-CEUs pending for CT, DC, DE, ME, MD, MA, NH, NJ, NY, OH, PA, RI, VT.

Please send NECADm 86 information to:

Name

Organization Address

City State _ Zip
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c~a roe omm~ ee
e on rea men - ass

s
by Edgar P. Marchesini, Chairperson

arty last year, the Executive Committee asked the
Chairperson of the Special Projects Committee to
conduct astudy ofhospital-based EAPs to identify the
scope of their roles, activities and services, and to de-

termine their impact on consulting services and in-house
EAPs.
The Executive Committee was concerned because there

had been several heated exchanges published in THE AL-
MACAN (September 1984, December 1984, February
1985) between private consultants and treatment represen-
tatives concerning conflict of interest. Some consultants felt
that a confl ict situation existed when hospital-based EAPs re-
ferred their clients' employees and dependents to their own
treatment faci I ities.
The implication was that patients would be referred

primarily to inpatient treatment when other less-costly op-
tionsmight be more beneficial to their needs.

Treatment advocates responded indignantly to these alle-
gations. One respondent stated that the focus of the Special
Project Committee's study was all wrong, "that it implied
that the link between health care providers and EAPs is a real
blight that threatens to destroy the EAP field itself." They
vehemently denied any confl ict of interest, pointing out that
as professionals their referrals were made on the basis of
patients' needs. They also reminded the committee that a
conflict of interest also exists whenever an EAP administrator
(work-based or treatment-based) or consultant makes a re-
ferral which is not in the best interest of the patient.

Also, several respondents informed the Special Projects
Committee that the focus on hospital-based EAPs was too
narrow, that we should also include other treatment entities
such as community mental health centers, family service
agencies, private therapy groups, drug and alcoholism
clinics, and individuals in private clinical practice. The
committee accepted this suggestion and decided to include
these additions under the caption oftreatment-based or hos-
pital-based EAPs.
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Following an evaluation of the early opinions and com-
ments, the Special Projects Committee decided to broaden
the study to include the roles, activities and services of pri-
vate consultants and work-based EAPs. From an ethical
point of view, this approach seemed more equitable than
singling out one group (treatment-based EAPs) for scrutiny.

In order to obtain some "feel" of the ethical aspects of the
issues, the Special Projects Committee carefully prepared
several essay-type questions which were sent to key people
in ALMACA to get their views. These included: Members of
the Board; Consultants-Private and Government; Treatment
and Work-Based EAP Administrators; Chapters (contacted
by Regional Vice-Presidents); NIAAA; and Hospital man-
agement corporation executives

wish I could say that the number of replies we received
was overwhelming, but that would be an exaggeration. The
overall response, although statistically small, was large
enough to identify the positions of the various groups on the
issues.

ESSAY QUESTION RESPONSES

In the following section, I will analyze and summarize the
responses to the essay questions and comment, when appro-
priate, on minority replies that I feel deserve consideration.

Does a conflict of interest exist when an EAP administrator
or counselor receives payment or other consideration for
referring employees to specific treatment facilities?

There was unanimous agreementthat if such paymentswere
blatantly "kickbacks" that they were unethical, and should
be referred to the Ethics Committee for appropriate action.
Another common area of agreement was that all referrals

should be determined on the ~aasis of what is in the best inter-
est of the patient.
With regard to conflict of interest, the majority opinion

was that it is unethical to receive such payment. However, a

J



few respondents commented that it is acceptable if all par-
tiesinvolved were aware and did not object to the remunera-
tion plan.
The primary concern of industry people was that even the

most ethical individuals could be tempted to prioritize refer-
rals when a personal reward was involved. The extreme
viewpoint was that payments of any kind were unethical and
unprofessional.

Do you feel that private consultants should receive pay-
ment or other consideration for referring clients' employees
exclusively to hospitals or freestanding facilities they repre-
sent contracxually?

The majority opinion was the same as the first question. In
other words, a conflict of interest exists whenever the
remuneration supercedes the needs of the patient.

In a few cases, consultants indicated that they avoided
any taint of self-interest by referring clients' employees to
treatment facilities other than those they represented.

Does a conflict of interest exist when a hospital offers EAP
services free to corporate, union and government organiza-
tionsfor the purpose of obtaining their treatment referrals?

The majority opinion was that it was appropriate for hospitals
to offer EAP services as long as the purpose was not primari ly
to fill beds. Respondents recognized that it was traditional
for hospitals and health care organizations to offer public
education in all areas of health care and maintenance.
A smaller group indicated that the potential for conflict of

interest exists whenever EAP services are provided, regard-
less of the provider's affiliation. The resolution suggested
was to judge each case by its adherence to predetermined
assessment and referral criteria. I am surethatthis suggestion
was well-intended; however, realistically, I don't see how
such a monitoring system could be implemented.

Can an EAP offer treatment to employees and, if so, under
what circumstances?

Most respondents did not feel that EAPs should offer treat-
ment. The consensus was that the main focus of an EAP is on
assessment, referral and short-term counseling, as long as
the staff is professionally qualified to handle it. In addition, it
was felt that an effective EAP should also provide supervisory
training and employee education to raise the level of aware-
ness about behavioral-medical and related problems.
The majority defined short-term counseling as six (6) sessions

SPECIAL PROJECTS COMMITTEE MEMBERS—Edgar Marchesini
(Chairperson), Manager, Employee Advisory Services, Metropoli-
tan Insurance, New York, NY; Michael J. O'Brien, Director,
Longview Associates, Inc., White Plains, NY; and Thomas P.
O'Connor, Administrator, Rehabilitation Services, Boston Edison
Company, Boston, MA.

"It was generally accepted that hospitals
could offer EAP services to corporate
and government organizations."

or less. All agreed that long-term counseling is a treatment
function. Some cautioned against short-term counseling/
therapy, because they felt it could lead to a closed system
that would seriously limit the patient's freedom of choice of
other treatment modalities. Despite these reservations, it
seemed to be generally accepted that a substantial number
of EAPs offered some degree of treatment. This applies to
those operated by consultants as well as work-based in-
houseand treatment-based programs.

Would you prefer EAPs to be work-based, i.e., in-house
programs or programs managed by private consultants?

Treatment and work-based EAP personnel differed on which
system is best. A few misunderstood the question interpret-
ing it tomean that we were comparing the merits of in-house
company programs vs. programs administered by private
consultants.

Consultants and corporate/union EAP administrators
favored work-based programs, because they felt that treat-
ment-based programs triggered ethical questions concern-
ingconflict of interest. Treatment-based EAP administrators
and health providers stated that the answer was to choose a
program that best met the needs of the target employee
population.

If you answered yes to the previous question, then what, in
your opinion, is the main focus of an EAP?

This question was largely covered above. Most respondents
agreed that the main focus of an EAP is the assessment and
referral functions.
A few mentioned that containing health care costs and

monitoring the quality of medical care were also important
functions of EAP administrators.

Under what circumstances can ahospital-based EAP offer
EAP services to corporate and government organizations?

As indicated in the third question, it was generally accepted
that hospitals could offer EAP services to these organiza-
tions. However, there were conditions laid down by some
respondents, such as:

1. the provision that they furnish the government or corpo-
ration with a monthly statistical report detailing where em-
ployees were referred for medical treatment.
2, only if there are no worked-based EAPs or consortiums
available to employees in the area.
3. the EAP must be separated from the treatment compo-
nent of the hospital so that it can make independent deci-
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sions about referrals.
4. operation under the same circumstances as a private
consultant—a contractual agreement between two parties.
5. as long as there is no requirement, stated or implicit, to
use the treatment center's resources, and the EAP is staffed
by competent EAP personnel, it can offer these services.

In which of the following problem areas should a "broad-
brush" EAP furnish assessment and referral assistance: AI-
coholism; Drug Abuse; Emotional and Mental; Stress Man-
agement; Retirement Planning; Health and Fitness; Cardio-
vascular Risk Reduction; Blood Pressure Control; Smoking
Cessation; and Accident Prevention.

There were two extreme groups which responded. One, repre-
senting occupational alcoholism and drug abuse, generally
favored concentrating on the first four items. The other, largely
representing newer EAPs and health care providers supported
including most items under the EAP umbrella.

Despite these strong opinions, I think we all recognize
that the scope of our programs is not decided by us. It is usu-
allymade bytop union and corporate managementjointly in
labor-mgt., EAPs, and by the CEOs in management pro-
grams. The best we can do is to influence that decision by
establishing credibility within the organization.

Is there any danger that new health care delivery systems
(HMOs and PPOs, etc.) which are becoming increasingly
popular with cost-conscious business and industry, will
replace EAPs?

The majority did not feel that these new health care delivery
systems would replace EAPs. However, they did feel that
they would have an impact on EAPs because:
1. EAP personnel will have to know more about these sys-
tems, especially with regard to cost savings and quality of
care.
2. with the rapid growth of HMOs and PPOs, EAPs certainly
face the possibility of becoming a service offered by these
new systems.
3. as these new health caredelivery systems proliferate, the
EAP administrator's role will become more proactive and
preventative rather than reactive, as it has been in the past.
S/he will have to develop closer relationships with these
forms of health care that stress primary prevention.
The minority opinion was that there was no danger at all,

because EAPs are not part of the health care delivery opinion.
One comment was that "you are comparing apples and
oranges." A final comment was "if it happens, iYs our own
fault."

SUMMARY

Generally, respondents felt that payments or other consid-
erations for referrals were unethical, Some scrupulous con-
sultants and treatment-based EAP administrators insisted
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"There was a sharp difference of
opinion about the problem areas that

should be serviced by an EAP."

that, as a matter of conscience, they did not ever make refer-
rals to treatment facilities they represented contractually.

All participants in the study (consultants, corporate and
union EAP personnel, treatment providers) agreed that patients
should only be referred to health care resources that best met
their needs. They were opposed to any system or procedure
which precluded other treatment alternatives, i.e., closed
systems.
There was also unanimous agreement on the purpose and

major functions of an EAP. They all agreed that an EAP
should not provide long-term therapy, but could offer short-
term counseling/therapy ifthe staff was professionally quali-
fied to furnish this service. There was a sharp difference of
opinion about the problem areas that should be serviced by
an EAP, and the majority did not feel that the new health care
delivery systems posed a threat to EAPs.

This study has taught us that internal conflicts can be
counter-productive and divisive, if they are not settled quickly.
ALMACA can remedy this situation by providing a forum
where such issues can be fully discussed, where everyone
concerned can express her/his opinion, and where the resolu-
tion of problems can be reached in an atmosphere offairness
and reason.

In this study, the original focus was on conflict of interest.
Upon further examination, the Special Projects Committee
learned that it was a broader issue that concerned all seg-
ments of the membership. We learned, too, that in any pro-
fession or association, there will be unpleasant situations
where individuals violate ethical rules, and that these indi-
viduals can be from any special interest group (consultants,
EAP personnel, treatment professionals, etc.).

After carefully considering the facts, the committee feels
that ALMACA's Code of Ethics adequately covers these situ-
ations (see Code items 3, 4, 9 and 11), and recommends that
the Procedures For Review of Member Conduct be uti I ized
in those cases where members are in violation of ALMACA's
Bylaws and Code of Ethics. To further emphasize the impor-
tance of professional conduct, we suggest that the ALMACA
application and renewal forms include a consent provision
to be signed by applicants. This addition will simply state
that s/he consents to be bound by ALMACA's Code of Ethics.

In closing, the Committee would like to state that the
members of ALMACA are decent, hardworking practitioners
who are dedicated to helping people in a humane and un-
selfish manner. They understand the value of integrity and
the need for ethical standards in our profession. We feel cer-
tain that they will accept the committee's recommendation
as a further endorsement of ALMACA's Code of Ethics. ❑



When the alcoholic becomes your concern.

Edgehill Newport is devoted to the alcoholic's effective recovery and
confident return to productive living. A private, 160-bed residential treatment

facility in Newport, Rhode Island, Edgehill offers a 28-day program for
both the male and female alcoholic and a weekend

treatment program for family members.

.JCAH accredited, Edgehill Newport is approved as a treatment
facility by most health insurance plans, and is particularly responsive to

the Employer and EAP needs.

Edgehill Newport ~~(XJHurrisnn:lrrnue,.~ruport,k/ IC,'84(/ 401 N~9.9-5700
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If chemical dependency
is the roblem.. .p

getting help shouldn't be.
We offer three excellent facilities in the North-
eastdedicated exclusively to Helping alcoholic
and drug-dependent adults, adolescents, and
their families. Our programs, built around the
principles of Alcoholics Anonymous and Nar-
cotics Anonymous, are adapted to meet each
Individual's special needs.

Each facility provides a tranquil environment
conducive to the recovery process. Spofford
Hail is located on a beautiful coui7ti~y lake;
Conifer Park is nestled in the midst of 32
~.vooded acres; Arms Acres Is situated high on
a hill overlooking the countryside. Yet each is
~Nithin easy access of the major metropolitan
centers of the Northeast.

Individualized treatment programs, experienced
multidisciplinary professional staff, tranquil sur-
roundings ...our facilities offer all the elements
~~vhich best promote physical, mental, and spirit-
ua1 rehabiP~tation.
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For more information, your inquiries are invited.
We're ready to help.

~~~

Med 0 exp
The Mediplex Group, Inc.

Alcohol and Substance Abuse Division
2101 Washington St., Newton, MA 02162

(617) 969-0480

Spofford Hall-Route 9A, Spofford,
NH 03462, (603) 363-4545

Conifer Park-Glenridge Road, Scotia,
NY 12302,. (518j 399-6446

Arms Acres-Seminary Hill Road, Carmel,
NY 10512, (914) 225-3400

Regional offices throughout the Northeast.
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"BEGINNING
THE JOURNEY
INTO THE 1990s"

Dear fel low ALMACANs:

X986
C~~~ FOR
P~PEF~S

Much has changed in the EAP field over the years. For the past several
decades we have, and continue to, revolutionize the workplace.
Although occupational alcoholism remains central to the EAP concept,
our field has grown in ways that demand new perspectives if we are to
continue to meet the needs of labor and management, employee and
union member.
The 1986 Program Committee has decided to begin the journey into

the 1990s and beyond by taking a hard look at the obstacles and concerns
in the delivery of EAP services in today's world of shrinking resources,
conflicting demands, and need for greater understanding of the human
condition in the workplace.
We hope that ALMACA's Annual Meetings will continue to be the

forum for professional development of EAPs. Let us not be caught "sitting
on our hands," but rather join in creating an exciting and stimulating
program that will serve in continuing to revolutionize the workplace.

Sincerely,

. John Ab ey
1986 Program C mmittee Chair
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15th ALMACA Annual Meeting
Hyatt Regency Dallas
Dallas, Texas
November 2-November 6, 1986

Submission deadline for Abstracts

April 4, 1986

Mail to: Judith O. Evans
ALMACA, Inc.
1800 N. Kent Street
Suite 907
Arlington, VA 22209

Submission of Abstracts
(175-200 words)

Each workshop is followed by a series
of statements or questions which
were designed to help you arrive at a
decision about the content of your
proposed presentation. In your sub-
missionyou should attempt, if possi-
ble, to explicitly describe how your
presentation would address these
statements or questions.

Please indicate for which workshop
your abstract is being submitted by
entering the workshop letter and
number in the space provided. If it is
not included, your abstract will be
returned for the additional information.
The submission package must in-

cludethe following:
• twenty-five (25) copies of the abstract
usi ng the form provided on page 20.
• two (2) copies of the vitae of the
author and presenter (if different),
including current and other significant
employment, academic institutions
attended, degrees received, and
papers presented or published. This
information is required in the award-
ing of CEUs.

Review of Abstracts

In reviewing all submissions, the
Program Committee will give first
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consideration to those abstracts which
most closely respond to the suggested
workshop content.

In addition, the Committee will
attempt to limit the total number of
presenters in each workshop to three.
This will provide participants with the
opportunity to seek answers to the
questions raised from the presenta-
tions. Abstract submissions should be
written on the premise that each
speaker wi I I have the floor for no
more than 30 minutes.

Special Note

If your abstract is accepted for presen-
tation, you will be requested to pro-
vide printed material, a minimum of
150 copies, for distribution to work-
shop participants.

Program Committee Members

Chairperson

W. John Abbey, Coordinator
Employee Assistance Program
Medical Department
Ford Motor Company
Research and Engineering Center
Dearborn, Michigan

Mary S. Bernstein, Manager
Employee Assistance Program
GTE
Stamford, Connecticut

Tom Goulet, Manager
Employee Assistance Program
Continental Baking Company
St. Louis, Missouri

Mary Hubbard
Referral Service Representative
Member Assistance Program

X986
C~~~ FOR
PAPERS

Association of Profession~`I Flight
Attendants

Euless, Texas

Arlene Keis, Counselor
Employee Assistance Program
CP Air
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

Douglas Maguire, Director
Workers Assistance Program,
AFL-CIO, Los Angeles County

Diamond Bar, California

Debra Reynolds, Vice President
COPE, Inc.
Washington, D.C.

Dianne Y. Thompson
Employee Assistance Representative
Martin Marietta Corporation
Baltimore Division
Baltimore, Maryland

TRACK A
NEW EAP PERSPECTIVES

WORKSHOP A-1
Choosing and Monitoring
EAP Vendors

• what does the company need?
• what are they?
• how do you find them?
• picking a vendor
• what do they sell?
• negotiating the contract
• monitoring the contractor

WORKSHOP A-2
Changing Roles of Internal EAPs
• from direct service to contract
• combining internal and external

EAP services
• who manages the program?
• defining the limits
• EAPs and the 80s
• changing corporate attitudes
• the organization as a client



WORKSHOP A-3
Wellness, Health Promotion and
Counseling; What Happened to
Job Performance?
• protecting the performance model
~ all things to all people?
• what happened to alcoholism?
• obtaining visibility
• do EAPs provide therapy?
• what is motivational counseling?

TRACK B
LEGAL

WORKSHOP B-1
Malpractice/Confidentiality/
Legal Liability

• pros and cons of malpractice
insurance

• confidentiality for the EAP
practitioner

• legal liability at the workplace
• EAP confidentiality and the

supervisor
• how confidential are EAPs?
• confidentiality and ethics

WORKSHOP B•2
Arbitration/Litigation

• update on current legal trends
• arbitration and EAPs
• arbitration: labor vs. management
• arbitration/litigation: what has

changed?
• EAPs and the legal department;

friends or foes?

WORKSHOP B•3
Drug Screening/Fitness for Duty

• drug screening and the EAPs
• preemployment drug screening
• drug screening for cause
• random drug testing
~ drug screening: friend or foe in the

EAP?

• what is determining fitness for
duty?

• the EAP and fitness for duty
• fitness for duty: safety vs.

confidentiality
• legal issues raised by drug and

alcohol abuse in the workplace

TRACK C
ORGANIZATIONAL
SURVIVAL

WORKSHOP C-1
Organizational Dynamics
and the EAP

~ internal networking/consultation
• the corporate culture—games our

parents never taught us
• managing change in the

organization

WORKSHOP C-2
Joint Labor-Management
Programs: Is There a Future?

• have unions been sold down the
river?

• who has controlling interest?
~ how have they changed?
~ are they a benefit?
• trends in labor-management

programs

WORKSHOP C-3
Marketing Internal or External
EAPs to the Employee and
Employer

• how to develop an EAP marketing
plan

• how to implement and maintain an
EAP

• revitalizing the EAP
• identifying the key organizational

components
• selling the reluctant employer
• marketing as a continuous activity
• training for the trainers

TRACK D
CURRENT ISSUES

WORKSH019 D-1
Ethical Dilemmas
• conflict of interest
• organizational demands creating

conflict
• organizational reinterpretation of

the EAP role
• should we sell them what they

need or what they want?
• what is the cost of a free lunch?
• paper programs
• pricing

WORKSHOP D-2
Health Care Benefits

• HMOs
• PPOs
• DRGs
• pre-admission certification
• gatekeeping
• concurrent review
• making the system meet EAP needs
• health care benefits—cost-

containment strategies
• the EAP &health care benefits—the

future

WORKSHOP D-3
AIDS

• company policies/procedures
• myths and fears in the workplace
• understanding AIDS in the

workplace
• AIDS resources
• safety and confidentiality issues
• testing for AIDS
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ABSTRACT SUBMISSION FORM

This is the author's form. It must be filled out completely and returned to ALMACA.

Abstract submitted for workshop (letter and number):

Author/s (List principal author first):

Workshop Presenter/s (List job title, company or affiliation, address and phone number):

Permission to publish (signature):

will will not be providing printed material for distribution to workshop participants.

Abstract (175-200 word minimum)

(Continue on another sheet of paper, if necessary)
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e ~n e ecover~n
oca~ ne ~ w~ o

een

by Dr. Larry Kroll

y admitting that he was addicted to cocaine and en-
tering treatment, John R., a semiskilled worker in
the automotive i ndustry, took a giant step toward re-
covery. Upon graduation from the program, though,

John faced a challenge just as formidable—staying clean
after job reentry.
Upon returning to work, many recovering addicts face

continuous reminders of their cocaine use and the likeli-
hood of pressure from cocaine buddies they work with to use
again, This precarious situation requires considerable atten-
tion, skill and cooperation by employers, EAPs, treatment
programs, and in many cases such as John's, unions.
Cocaine use is a prevalent workplace problem, whether it

involves recreational use by assembly-line workers or busi-
ness executives who "snort a line" to close a business deal.
Regu lar users now constitute 1 % of the workforce. Resultant
problems appear most frequently in young adults (18-25)
and mid-adults (26-34)', traditionally America's most pro-
ductive workers. The 1985 University of Michigan Survey of
U.S. high school seniors shows significant increases in
usage, suggesting more prevalent use by the next generation

ABOUT THE AUTHOR—Dr. Larry Kroll is
clinical director of the Lifeline program at

;' the Louis A. Weiss Memorial Hospital in
~ ,~~ Chicago, Illinois. He has treated substance

,: ~~ abuse patients for 15 years and was active in
~: ~ developing the certification program for

Drug Abuse Counselors for the State of
~~ Illinois.

"Reentry can be smoothed by
encouraging (an addicted employee)
to hook up with another recovering

worker." ̀

of workers. Researchers say this rate of use wil I increase sub-
stantially in coming years; in 1976, 10% of high school
seniors reported trying cocaine, but afollow-up question-
naire found that nearly 40% had tried it by age 27.Z

PROGRESSIVE COCAINE USE

An examination of the progressive nature of cocaine use and
addiction, and how a worker's reentry into the workplace is
handled, holds valuable insights for employers victimized
by cocaine abuse. Many users are introduced to cocaine
over an afterwork beer with friends. A pusher wi II often use
the persuasive argument that, "It gives you a nice high, you
can't get addicted to it, and you can even drink more with
it." Typically, new users will socialize more with other
users, and may be lined up with a dealer within a short
period of time.

Returning to our case study, the progression of cocaine
use and addiction frequently occurs like this. After a few
nice highs in his early progression with cocaine, John R, be-
came aware of fellow users in his plant. He sought them out
at work and at parties, and within six months of first ex-
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perimentation, was integrated into a network of users at his
plant. The group was a loose coalition, united by the added
thrill of clandestine meetings.

In the next six months, John found the thrill was turning to
desperation, although he denied it. He could no longer af-
fordhis $300 per week—and growing—habit on his wages,
and his credit rating had bottomed out. (The average
cocaine habit is reportedly $33,000 per year.')

After increases in productivity during the first few months
of on-the-job use, his job output declined. Spurts of frenetic
activity led to mistakes and production losses. Angry out-
bursts stunned coworkers and resulted in his first confronta-
tionwith his supervisor. Physically, John had become gaunt,
his eyes were ringed with fatigue, and his complexion was
pasty.
John was also developing a new behavior pattern—he

was frequently tardy or absent on the day after payday. He
would binge after cashing his check, snorting coke continu-
ously#or 12 or more hours, and then crash in exhaustion.

His erratic attendance and continued errors on the pro-
duction line led to another confrontation with his super-
visor. In this case, the benefit of an EAP referral led to proper
treatment for his addiction, although a parallel situation in
another plant might have resulted in termination.

FOLLOW-UP AFTER TREATMENT

Proper assessment and referral by the EAP practitioner is tan-
tamount to the first step of recovery. However, regular
follow-up after job reentry is vital, because pressure exerted

"...there is more fiction than fact in
cocaine's ~ssociaiion with economic

SUCCCSS.~~

on the worker to use cocaine again is likely to be strong. It is
helpful to ask him the following questions:
~ Are you going to feel pressure from coworkers when you

return to work?
~ Are you going to feel like an outcast? (Many addicts are

eager to please others and find it difficult to resist becom-
ing part of the cocaine "clique" again.)

~ Is there any way we can help you with other job-related
stress?

His answers can alert the EAP professional to possible pit-
falls.

Reentry can be smoothed by encouraging him to hookup
with another recovering person at work. The support gained
by taking coffee or lunch breaks with someone who has
"been there" is invaluable. An EAP practitioner should en-
courage him to attend self-help groups at the company and
assist his supervisor in accommodating this activity in his
regular schedule.
To help him avoid contact with his old drug-using clique,

it may be necessary to change shifts or departments—a
move that requires cooperation between the union and
management;-when applicable, so thatthe action adheres to
organizational guidelines. He may require special exemp-
tion from union rules.

NCDAI Publications on Cocaine and Other Drug Abuse
1 he f~~llo~~ti~ing are materials available through the
N iiion,~l Clearingho~ise for t~rug Ahuse Information

PK[~'ENTION/EDUCATION MATERIALS

Generll Information

C~>c~iine Acl~li~.tiorl—It Costs Too Much
L)r~~i~= Inlon~iation Flyer_Series: Cocaine

SCIENTIFIGTECHNICALMATERIALS

Rc,e.~rch Issues Series

Is;u~ ', Urugs ani_I Addict Lifestyles
Is~uc 2~~, C~ru:;; a~~d the Family

Research Monograph Series

~1c~iiograph 25; Behavioral Analysis and Treatment
~~fSubstance Abuse

~ti1c~n~~~;raph 35; Demographic Trends and Drug
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Monograph ~0, Cocaine: Pharmacology, Efrects, and
Treatment of Abuse

Mono~raE~h 6T, Cocaine Use in nmerica:
Epidemiologic and Clinical Perspectives

Special Reports

Developing an Occupational Drug Abuse Program
EmE~loyer's Guide to the Employment of Former Drug
and Alcohol Abusers

Highlights from the National Survey on Drug Abuse,
1982

Inhalant Use and Treatment

WHERETO WRITE

Singlecopies of these publications are available at n~~
cost and may be obtained by writing to:

NCDgI, P, O. Box 416
Kensington, Maryland 20795

\Il~,rr three t~ four weeks fir ~leliver~~.



EAP practitioners and supervisors should also be aware of
"red flags" that might signal relapse. The most significant are
missing EAP appointments, missing work, tardiness, or de-
creased productivity, especially on the day following payday.
Other warning signs are compulsive work habits, diminish-
ingattendance orabsence from self-help groups, and reports
from aftercare groups or the psychotherapist that the person
is not attending meetings. The EAP director may want to ob-
tainregular reports from the individual's supervisor, and im-
mediate notification of any behavior that might signal relapse.

Special consideration to the recovering cocaine addict's
job reentry has tremendous humanitarian value. It also has
financial benefit for the employer. Today, cocaine-related
losses in productivity are estimated at $10 billion annually.4

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Cocaine use has permeated all levels of income and job in-
frastructure. Fourteen percentofsemiskilledand nearly20%
of skilled workers have used cocaine. By income, the high-
est usage occurs among workers earning $50,000 or more
(26.6°/o of surveyed managers reported having tried the
drug) and $10,000-20,000 annually.s However, rates vary
little from one income category to another, suggesting that
there is more fiction than fact in cocaine's association with
economic success. To underscore that, E.D. Wish reported
in a National Institute of Drug Abuse monograph in 1985
that over 40% of arrestees in central Harlem had metabol ites
of cocaine in their urine.b

According to the same report: "Of note is (cocaine's)
emergence and increasing use among all socioeconomic
levels of the population. Reports from most cities indicate
that cocaine is readily availablewith increasing purity levels
and decreasing prices."
The same monograph says that an estimated 550,000

Americans are significantly at risk for "experiencing prob-
lems" from cocaine use and abuse, although that figure is
considered an underestimate. The report adds this cautious
note: "From an historical perspective, the estimate of
550,000 is significant ... In terms of order of magnitude,
the estimates ... justify a sense of urgency at the Federal
level to focus more attention on the problem."

For the sake of individuals like John R., let's hope that
sense of urgency is recognized in the workplace, too.

FOOTNOTES

Clayton, Richard R., "Cocaine use in the United States: In
a Blizzard or Just being Snowed?"; NIDA Research Mono-
graph 61 : Cocaine Use in America: Epidemiologic and Clin-
ical Perspectives (1985), p. 24.
z Chicago Sun-Times, "Cocaine Use Found on Rise in Class
of 85," November 7, 1985, p. 42.

4

Silvan, Alice, MSW. "Employee Theft: Workplace Issue."
EAP Digest, November/December 1984, p. 27.
4 Bensinger, Peter. Television interview, "Chicago Tonight."
October 22, 1985.
5 Clayton, Op. Cit., p. 29.
6 Clayton, Op. Cit., p. 15. ❑

Cocaine Treatment
The treatmenC modality for wcainc f~car i ~rii I,~rilic~

with those for addictive diseases such <~5 <ll~~~~fx~li~rn
and other chemical dependencies. We believe that ~~
program should be about 80% like a general chemic ~~l
dependency program and20% specifically for cocainr~
clepenclency.
That 20% difference constitutes an em~ha~i~ un

relapse prevention techniques and the patiei~~'~; in
volvement in 12-step, self-help groups s~~ieh ;i~,~a,-~ <~nrl
Cocaine Anonymous. Specific rel<i~>se 4~re~~F~nti~~n
techniques include a vigorous exer~i~P ~r~gran, t~~
counteract the hyperactivity cocaine ~dclicts exp~~ri
ence after dropping their habits, and to help thcin
learn the ~Itern~tive, healthy "high." Vitamin ther~~p~~
assists in the re~~lacement of certain brain chemica'~
depleted by cocaine addiction, a condition ih~~i ~~~~~m~,
Co stimulate the craving for more cocaine.
The development of urge control techniques c~in h~~

critical to sustained recovery, too, especially ir~r a ~~E~r-
son who flad bcen using on thejob or buyingfr~,m c~~
workers. Here's why: cocaine has verypoweriul ~~~II~-
reinforcing qualities. Partofthis stE~m~ tr<~n~ i~:~ ~~f~,cc~
on brain chemicals. Another re~~~on, h~~~~~~~~~F~r, lire in
the ritualistic n~turc of cocair~c~ u~;c, c~p~~ci~~ll}~
freek~asing. Powerful associations sire I~uil~ V~et~~~~,~~~n
the drug and the mei~hocls of obtaining or using i~; ~lic
dealer assumes immense importan~c' in the ;~~I~li< t ~
life.

Forthe recovering addict, even thE~ r~~~~~ in>i~niiic~~ni
contact with the dealer can result in excruciatii~~; ~~n~i-
ery and an unconerollable craving for cocainE~ i~~ r~~-
lieve the anxiety. If the individual's dealer is at i_he~
workplace, a return to that setting is extremely ri~kv.
By learning urge control techniq~ies,the ~er~un r: ~n

deal with situations IikP this. [wring treaYm~nr, rF~l~i~-
ation exercises arc one of the techniques utilizeZl t~~
help patients cope with their anxieCies. Rile-~layin;;
situations in group therapy can train a patientto hanril~_
these situations hetter.

nr. L,u n Kr~~l
Lil <~liii~_~
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ONE-ON-ONE
INTERVIEW

•

area a ner:
•

ou nee i n
• , •

~~a o s o ice
e men

arcia Wagner, ACSW, is
in her 12th year of work
with the Chicago Police
Departments Professional

Counseling Service, for which she is
director. During her tenure, she has
handled special projects involving
trauma debriefing, stress management
and police suicide, in addition to tradi-
tional EAP responsibilities. She has a
staff of five counselors under her.

At the Annual Meeting in Boston,
Marcia moderated the Drug Screening
workshop on Friday, November 15.
The following transcript is based on a
1'/z-hour interview taped the previous
afternoon.

—R.Y., Ed.

ALMACAN: What circumstances led
to the development of the Profes-
sional Counseling Service?

WAGNER: Our program began in
1974, when I was hiredtodevelopand
implement the Service. This was a re-
sponse at that time to community pres-
sure for the Chicago Police Depart-
ment to have counseling services for
its officers. There was an increasing
awareness that police officers are
human, and they need to have an op-
portunity to talk about the problems
that are special to them.
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ALMACAN: What are the compo-
nents of the Service?

WAGNER: There are now three differ-
ent components. The first is the coun-
seling service, which provides per-
sonal, marital and family counseling
for police officers and their families.
The alcohol and drug assistance unit is
available, which also serves family
members. This is handled as an EAP,

and we provide ongoing training for
supervisors. The third part deals with
work-related trauma.
The counselors assigned to the al-

cohol and drug assistance unit are
police officers who are certified al-
coholism counselors.

ALMACAN: Would you discuss the
general makeup of your caseload?

WAGNER: The majority of the officers
we see have problems with substance
abuse. They either self-refer or are sent
by their supervisors. Most of them
come in through the counseling ser-
vice, self-defined as having other
problems, i.e., family, depression or
physical symptoms. However, their
history on the police force indicates
that the problem is often alcoholism or
substance abuse. The way we are struc-
tured, our social workers and alcohol-
ism counselors work in the same office
unit, and we do a lot of joint interview-
ing. This way, the counseling service
will often find people later referred to
the alcoholism unit.

ALMACAN: Please describe the oper-
ation of your alcohol and drug unit.

WAGNER: We do assessments, refer-
rals, and short-term counseling. We
do not have the staff for long-term
work. Frankly, our people are profes-
sional problem solvers and can be very
reluctant as pol ice officers to acknowl-
edge that they have a problem and
need help. Once they finally do, how-
ever, they do want help.
They are very logical thinkers, ac-

customed to deciding on a plan of ac-
tion and carrying it out. In a way, they
are wonderful people to work with in
terms of counseling. They get right to
the point, and don't just sit around
talking endlessly about their feelings.
This makes our work sharply focused,
brief, intimate and short-term.

ALMACAN: Do you often refer out
for treatment?

WAGNER: Yes. We have been very
fortunate so far in the Chicago Police
Department because the benefits
people have been supportive of treat-
ment, which allows us to refer to 28-
day facilities, or for even longer stays,
if needed, in extreme circumstances.
The medical benefits that the police
have in their contract right now are lib-
eral—up to one year on medical. If a



Wagner's authority to deal with the problems of police officers comes from the highest
levels of Department management.

police officer has selected an HMO,
the coverage is less than adequate. We
have to provide an HMO option by
law, but only a small percentage of of-
ficers have made that choice.

TRAUMA

ALMACAN: What is trauma and why
is a trauma unit necessary as part of
the Service?

WAGNER: A trauma is a shock, a sur-
prise. The dictionary says iYs a force
exerted against a stationary object.
Psychologically, it's an extremely in-
tense reaction.
As part of police work, it is entirely

possible that in an officer's career he
will experience alife-threatening
trauma. The intervention is designed
to help the officer integrate the experi-
ence so that it does not affect him later
with his work or personal life,

ALMACAN: Are there different types
of trauma?

WAGNER: Yes, and there are different
types of situations that can be trauma-
tic. For example, a fatal shooting is al-
ways atrauma because it is a situation
in which a police officer has to use a
fatal force in carrying out his duty. A
police officer may also be in a situation

in which his own life is in danger. Let's
say he is shot and injured, but not kil led.
Later, the officer realizes that he could
have been killed. There has been a
trauma. Similarly, police officers are
professional drivers and may be in-
volved in a high-speed chase. Since a
chase can belife-threatening to the of-
ficer, motorists and pedestrians, there
is the risk of trauma.

It is fairly common that the experi-
ence of trauma is delayed rather than
immediately following an incident.
When trauma occurs, the events hap-
pen so quickly, and the emotional im-
pact is to intense, there is no time to
ful ly experience what happens.

There is no planningor stagingofthe
events. Put yourself in the shoes of a
police officer who has worked the same
beat, patrolled al I the same street cor-
ners for 20 years. During that time he
has faced dangerous situations, some
even involving guns. Every time before,
when he encountered an offender with
a gun and said, "Police, drop it," the
offender dropped his weapon. But this
time, the offender turns and fires.
There is no preparation for this. Theof-
ficer's response is instinctual. The
policeman later experiences shock,
surprise, and says to himself, "How
dare you! How could your I had no in-
tention of hurting you, so why would
you want to hurt me?"

ALMACAN: How do you handle these
cases?

WAGNER: Within 24 hours after a trau-
maticevent, the officer is instructed by
his supervisor to report to me. When
he comes in, the first thing I do is ex-
plainthe program and explain that no
one is assuming that the officer has a
problem because of the experience. In
fact, it's quite the opposite,. The officer
has already been through hours of in-
vestigations and their behavior has
been judged to be appropriate.

explain why we do the interven-
tion; to help them put the pieces to-
gether about what has happened to
them: I ask the officer to take me back
through the event, as if he were reliv-
ing it, including the intense emotional
impact. This is adebriefing—helping
him experience exactly what hap-
pened. When this is done,'usually in a
single session, the officer will nor-
mally try to forget about. the experi-
ence, having integrated if fully,. so it
doesn't come back later in delayed
form.

"...we're exploring
ways to integrate stress
management as part of
ongoing, in-service
training for every

officer."

Along with the debriefing comes a
couple of days off in order to relax.
The chain of events typically hap-
pens l ikethis: IeYssay hereported for
his 3-11 p.m. shift. He was involved
in a shooting at 9 p.m., worked on
the necessary paperwork at the sta-
tion until 6 the following morning,
appeared in court at 10 a.m., visited
the crime lab at 3 p.m. to get his gun
back following ballistics testing, and
only then was allowed to go home.
would say that a couple of days off is
in order, during which a debriefing is
scheduled.
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"We studied the job record of every police officer
who died and that a striking resemblance

incase after case. Seventy-five percent of the sample
was alcoholic."

ALCOHOLISM AND SUICIDE

ALMACAN: You have written a
number of papers on various issues,
one of which dealt with alcoholism
and suicide. How did that come about?

WAGNER: Police officers take an oath
to preserve life, and take this oath very
seriously. Whenever there is a suicide
within the department, it is felt by
many. Remember, this is a fraternity in
which people depend on each other
for their lives. It is not common, but
do occasionally talk with officers who
have experienced the suicidal death of
a fellow officer.

There was a period in the depart-
ment several years back in which a
number of suicides occurred in a short
period of time. Our research and de-
velopment division was asked to in-
vestigate the reasons for these deaths.
From the results, I was instructed to
write a paper. We thoroughly studied
the job record of every police officer
who died and found a striking resem-
blance in case after case. Seventy-five
percent of the sample was alcoholic.
More than half had received treatment
at some point, wh ich was documented
in our medical records, or had been
formally diagnosed as alcoholic by a
professional, I ended up writing my
paper oriented more toward alcoholism.

ALMACAN: Might the amount of
stress-related work be another con-
tributing factor to suicide? Is there a
connection with alcoholism?

WAGNER: That connection has not
yet held up under scientific scrutiny.
Alcoholism isaprimaryillness. People
who I instruct during training always
ask that question. I believe that stress
may be a precipitant for someone
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drinking, but a lot of our people drink,
and not all of them are alcoholic.

STRESS MANAGEMENT

ALMACAN: Do you have a stress-
management program?

WAGNER: We have had a variety of
stress management programs in the
past. The most extensive was an 18-
month project developed in 1975 in
conjunction with the Chicago Heart
Association, with abuilt-in research
component. The stress management
part was tied to cardiac health and fit-
ness, with exercise and meditation
components, educational material on
the physiology of the heart, and a total
nutritional package. Information in-
cluded some cognitive theory about
stress and how you manage it. We
used the Holmes and Rhae scale. We
integrated everything into a packaged
program.
At present, we're exploring ways to

integrate stress management as part of
ongoing, in-service training for every
police officer. What I sense now is a
stronger commitment from the admin-

:. ~y, t

istration to do a massive program,
which would involve an investment in
more personnel to carry it out.

ALMACAN: If the stress management
program expands, what segments will
you emphasize the most?

WAGNER: I believe it will be more
psychologically oriented. The depart-
ment is doing some really good work
in physical training and fitness stand-
ards, which will be an integral partof a
policeman's enti re career. I don't th i nk
we will emphasize nutrition and fit-
ness as much as the internal aspects,
such as teaching how to relax, using
available support systems, tracking
body rhythms, taking responsibility for
personal decisions, and improving
self-awareness.

OTHER COMMENTS

ALMACAN: Do you have any other
comments to share with our readers?

WAGNER: The EAP field has histori-
cally exhibited a strong commitment
to helping other people. Sometimes
get concerned about programs chang-
ing from that focus. They get more in-
volved in management and adminis-
tration to the exclusion of the needs of
workers.
One of the challenges for me in

working with the police, is keeping all
of the backup resources in the system
available. While we have a specific
area of expertise which no one else
has, it is very important for us to work
with personnel, medical management
and labor, the legal department, and
our disciplinary and auditing units.

also find that patience helps a lot.
At times, my personal views differ
from the views of our administrators.
may frequently see, for example, an
undiagnosed alcoholism or substance
abuse problem is at the root of a per-
sonnel orsupervisory problem. Ittakes
time to change attitudes and to develop
programs. A consistency in compe-
tence, helping and caring can go a
long way. ❑



Employee Assistance
Program Coordinator

Riverside Hospital, a 641-bed
teaching Pacility, is currently seeking
candidates for the position of
employee assistance program coordl-
nator.This unique opportunity allows
Por substantial input into the devel-
opment, implementation and servic-
ing of a new program. Additional
responsibility will consist of market-
ing this program and its services to
other business Hrms.

Experience with assessment and
intervention for substance abuse,
marital, family, financial and other
related problems necessary. Master's
degree in a human services field or
B.S. with experience required. Suc-
cessful candidates should possess
strong interpersonal and communica-
tion skills, as well as ability to work
independently.

Resume and salary history may
be submitted to: Michael D. Lulofs,
employee relations manager, 500 J.
Clyde Morris Blvd., Newport News,
Virginia 23601. (804) 599-2027.
Equal opportunity employer.

~ ~ Riverside
~ ~ Hospital

~I N
READING, PENNSYLVANIA

c R
A COMMUNITY-
BASED PROGRAM
FOR ALCOHOLISM/

CHEMICAL
DEPENDENCY

SAINT JOSEPH
HOSPITAL
READING,

PENNSYLVANIA
NEUMANN CENTER
(215) 378.2085 ~

Professional help. The kind of
help provided by Bowling
Green. Fortune 500 firms
recognize our comprehensive
alcohol and substance abuse
treatment programs as
invaluable resources for
chemically dependent
employees, So familiarize
yourself with our services —and
help your employees get the
help they need.

e
• cost-effective Treatment
• intensive, AR-oriented
programs

• 24-hour admissions
• free-standing facilities
• family programs/counseling
• accredited, licensed facilities
• flexible outpatient and

residential services
• approved third-party
reimbursement

C~+e~I
495 Newark Road •Kennett Squcu~e, Pennsylvarua 19348 • (215) 268-3588

P.O. Box 417 • Memdeville, Louisiana 70448.1-800-432-0877
Highway 17 North •Bowling Green, Florida • (813) 375-2218

When chemical dependenc y
is the problem and you

want a solution
■ Total Detoxification and medical care
■ Employee assistance consulting
■ A.A./N.A. oriented treatment modality with emphasis on

spiritual recovery
■ Full day and evening Outpatient Services
■ Comprehensive family program
■ 12 week outpatient Codependency program
■ Professionally staffed aftercare groups with quarterly reviews

Located in a gracious, quiet setting in suburban Atlanta
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or ace
PART II

By Dale A. Masi
and R. Paul Maiden
This is the last of atwo-part article on AIDS, and carries in-
formation specifically for EAP practitioners. Part I appeared
in the January issue.

R. Paul Maiden is a
Ph. D. candidate
with a specialization

`' in EAPs from the
' ! ~ ~ University of Mary-

land School of Social
Work and Commun-
ity Planning. He is a
senior associate with
Masi Research Con-
sultants of Washing-

=Y` 1 ton, D.C., and an
adjunct faculty member of Virginia Commonwealth University
School of Social Work. Previously, he worked for the U.S. Dept. of
Health and Human Services' Employee Counseling Services in the
Office of the Asst. Sec. for Personnel Administration.

Biographical information on Dr. Dale Masi accompanied
"AIDS in the Workplace, Part I," January issue, page 20.
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IDS is a problem of increasingconcern forthework
environment. Because of its rapid growth and in-
tensified media attention, the fears and problems
associated with AIDS are having an increasingly

negative impact on the workplace.
In our teaching and research roles in the EAP specializa-

tion at the University of Maryland's School of Social Work
and Community Planning, we have for the past several
months closely monitored the problem through the literature
and recently published federal government information re-
leasesand research documents. As consultants to a number
of company EAPs, we also began to recognize the potential
role for EAPs in helping companies cope with the fallout
from AIDS. Given their broadbrush approach, we believe
that EAPs are particularly well-suited to dealing with AIDS-
related problems in the workplace.
The numberof AIDS cases has grown considerably since it

was first reported in the U.S. in 1981. As of January 1986,
the U.S. Public Health Service Centers for Disease Control
(CDC) reports an incidence of 16,138 reported cases, with
8,220 deaths. There have also been 1.75 million Americans
infected, with an increase of 1,000 cases per day. Although
these figures seem high, the chances of getting AIDS is ap-
proximately 1:1 million, according to Dr. Hal Ginzburg, as-
sociatedirectorforclinicalmedicine inthe DivisionofClini-
cal Research at the National Institute of Drug Abuse. Re-
search suggests that AIDS can be contracted under only very
limited conditions, is not a highly contagious disease and
cannot be spread through casual contact.
The AIDS virus is transmitted through either sexual con-

tactinvolving the breaking of body tissue and exchanging of
bodily fluids, or from contaminated needles of illicit drug
users. Although there has been an increased incidence of
AI DS among prostitutes, it has been connected to their use of
contaminated needles while abusing drugs. Infection from
blood transfusions has been virtually eliminated due to re-
cently developed tests that can detect AIDS virus in blood
products. According to CDC, the groups most at risk are
homosexual and bisexual men with multiple partners and
present or past abusers of intravenous drugs.

ROLE OF THE EAP

EAPs can have a significant impact from the perspective of
the person with AIDS. EAP staff can be viewed as a team
member along with the personnel and medical staff. EAP
personnel can also provide support services to unions for its
members who have AIDS.
There are several specific functions of the EAP in respect

to dealing with workplace AIDS that will be discussed here.
They are employee education, counseling the employee
with AIDS, counseling the employee who is a family mem-
ber of aperson with AIDS, developing community resources
for employees with AIDS, and developing health care alter-



natives. Before EAP staff assume these roles, it is critical that
each look at him or herself with respect to his or her feelings
about AIDS, homosexuality, and sexual promiscuity. This
cal Is for EAP staff to learn about the myths and facts of AI DS.
An attitude of acceptance and positive regard held by the
EAP staff toward the employee with AIDS is extremely im-
portant as the EAP may initially be the only place the em-
ployee with AIDS can turn for help and support.
A significant role for the EAP, oftentimes in collaboration

with the medical department, is to educate employees to
dispel) the commonly held fears and misconceptions about
the disease, and lay the foundation for coworker support of
an employee with AIDS. The most prudent approach is to
develop a fact sheet on AIDS. Facts on AI DS can be acqu fired
from CDC and some of the other organizations listed in this
paper.

If an employee contracts AIDS, the EAP, along with a rep-
resentative from the medical department, should meet with
the coworkers of the employee with AIDS to discuss and
deal with their anxieties. Several approaches are mentioned
in a recently published monograph by the American Man-
agement Association (AMA) titled "AIDS: The Workplace
Issues." The goal of such education is to diminish existing
fears and apprehensions while trying to develop and main-
tain an atmosphere of acceptance for the employee with
AIDS.

Also, educate employees about the increased risk of con-
tracting AIDS through illicit intravenous drug use. This will
also require heightened sensitivity by EAP staff when doing
an intake or drug history. Consequently this can be a very
significant role for the EAP, from the perspectives of preven-
tion, casefinding and diagnosis. If it is learned that an em-
ployee is or has been an intravenous drug user, EAP staff
should strongly encourage the employee to be tested for the
AIDS antibody and refer him or her to the most appropriate
community resource for testing. For those instances in
which diagnosis confirms the presence of AIDS, EAP staff
can begin to prepare the employee for coping with what lies
ahead.
Shock is the first reaction of most people when they learn

they have a terminal disease. Oftentimes they also go through
a period of denial. EAP staff should be sensitive to this and
prepared to help the dying employee move through the ini-
tial shock and the denial that follows. A valued resource for
the terminally ill is Elizabeth Kubler Ross' book called Death
and Dying, which describes the stages of denial and eventual
acceptance of one's own death, The final stages of AIDS are
also debilitating for the individual and requires a great deal
of preparation and support from the counselor. Counseling
on some very emotional issues such as the decision to use
life-sustaining supports during the final stages ofthe disease
might also bean EAP responsibility in workingwith employ-
ees with AIDS.
The EAP can also help the employee with AIDS plan for

AIDS Information Resources
Centers I'or Disuse Contr~zl
-~tU(1--~~}; -;~IUS
National Association of People with ;SIDS
i_'(~~i -1~i3- '~~~~~
AIDS Action Council

New York Business Group on He~llh
Pu Ic,ra~~, this ~~r~,uE~ in )~~ur r<~~~i~in, ~~all
i_' 1 ~~ i tt~~; s-u_;~~~i~
N~ti<inal Gav Task Force

medical care by exploring the viability of home or hospice
care. EAP professionals should be wet (-suited to these tasks,
as many ofthem have priorexperience in hospitals and other
health-care settings where they often dealtfirsthand with ter-
minallyill and dying patients.
Another role of the EAP is to assist an employee who may

have a family member with AIDS. In the past, problems that
have begun at home usually have an impact on the work-
placethrough reduced performance and lowered productiv-
ity. AIDSwill benodifferent. Similarsupportservicescan be
offered to the employee who is a fami ly member of a person
with AIDS as for any other problem. The EAP staff can help
the employee locate appropriate community resources for
support services and treatment and can discuss options such
as home and or hospice care that might help reduce the
financial burden of caring for the family member of a person
with AIDS. The EAP can also help the employee who has a
family member with AIDS and is apprehensive about being
in such close contact.
As the EAP has developed community resources to treat

alcoholism, drug addiction and mental illness, so must it be-
come familiar with referral sources for AIDS. In many com-
munities across the country, clinics have opened that cater
specifically to people with AIDS. According to Caitlin Ryan,
a nationally known expert on AIDS, there is presently no
comprehensive compilation of community resources for
people with AIDS and their families.

It should be noted that the CDC hotline does not provide
support or counseling services. Rather, it disseminates the
most up-to-date and factual information on AIDS. There are
also a number of support groups for people with AIDS and
their family members which provide medical and psycho-
social services. Similarly, many communities are develop-
ing AIDS hotlines to provide information and support ser-
vices. For information on local resources, we suggest you
contact your community public health service agency.
The AMA monograph previously cited also suggests some

of the regional business groups on health as centers for the
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exchange of information among companies.
Using EAPs to locate counseling and community support

services can be highly cost effective in dealing with AIDS. It
is estimated by CDC that approximately $147,000 is spent
for each patient on health care, or $1.47 billion for the first
10,000 AIDS cases. This cost may be reduced as persons
with AIDS may not require hospitalization until the final
stages of the disease. Even if this becomes necessary, home
care or hospice care is preferred, not only because it is a
more financially viable alternative for all concerned, but it
also provides persons with AIDS and their family members
with a more humane and supportive atmosphere. Such alter-
nativecare can substantially reduce the cost borne by family
members and employers. One case cited by AMA involved
an AIDS patient receiving home care for $1,200. The same
care in a hospital would have cost $21,000.

THE REHABILITATION ACT

One of the most volatile AIDS issues is what steps, if any,
should be taken against carriers of the virus. People with
AIDS already suffer discrimination in various forms: loss of
job, refusal of health or life insurance, and denial of entry
into public school classrooms for both teachers and students.
As for the workplace, a recent poll conducted by NBC

News of a group of companies found that:
• 64% of the companies indicated that no employee

should be fired because of AIDS.
• 19%supported firing an employee with AIDS.
• 17%were not sure what to do.
Two-thirds of the companies surveyed said that the em-

ployee should stay on the job if he or she can continue
working.
To date there are only a few cases in which a discriminatory

practice was challenged and subsequently reversed because
AIDS was viewed as a handicapping condition underthe Re-
habilitation Act of 1973 (P. L. 93-112). Sections 503 and 504
expressly prohibit discrimination of handicapped employees.
Federal regulations are yet to be issued, though, which de-
fine AIDS as a handicapping condition. The precedence set
by such cases leaves the door ajar for litigation that could
force the issue.

In a recent Ft. Lauderdale case, for example, the executive
director of the Florida Commission on Human Relations
ruled that action taken by Broward County was cited as im-
proper when it fired a budget analyst in September of 1984
for contracting AIDS. Furthermore, Florida's chief human
rights officer ruled that AIDS is a handicap, and discrimina-
tion against its victims is illegal. Similar rulings have been
issued in New York, while the District of Columbia's advisory
opinion says that AIDS discrimination is illegal. In California,
the Los Angeles and San Francisco City Councils passed ordi-
nances banning discrimination against persons with AIDS.
According to a recent Personnel Journal article by AI Ian Hal-
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crow called "AIDS in the Workplace," the Los Angeles ordi-
nance (the nation's firstto deal with discrimination based on
disease) prohibits landlords, schools, businesses, medical
facilities—and employers—from discriminating against in-
dividuals with AIDS. It is safe to assume that an employee
could present a strong case should he or she be terminated
from employment solely on the basis of having AIDS.
A growing number of companies are issuing policies rele-

vant toemployees with AIDS. Some of the most notable and
most comprehensive policies are those of Levi Strauss and
Bank of America. AMA's monograph has a series of ques-
tions and answers on AIDS policies and looks at policies
with several companies that have developed them.

In November 1985, CDC released recommendations
relevant to AIDS in the workplace. CDC suggests that action
other than allowing the person with AIDS to remain on the
job is unwarranted because transmission cannot occur by
the casual contact characteristic ofthe work environment. In
the case of an employee with AIDS, it recommends that he
or she be allowed to remain on the job until he or she is no
longer able to work, as is common practice with any other
terminal disease. A copy of the recommendations is avail-
able by calling CDC's hotline number.

CONFIDENTIALITY

The issue of confidentiality is succinctly addressed in tes-
timony on "AIDS and Employer Responsibility," given be-
fore the U.S. House of Representatives Energy and Com-
merce Committee's Health and Environment Subcommittee,
by Willis Goldbeck, President of the Washington Business
Group on Health. He states that: "Employers have no rightto
know what an employee's diagnosis is for any it Iness. That is
privileged information between patient and medical profes-
sionals. Precedents exist in law to handle the management
of information where rights of the individual's confidential-
ity must be balanced against the need to protect the rest of
society. Should this become the case for AIDS, the decision
should be based on science, notfear,and should be promul-
gated by national public health policy rather than by local
employers facing uninformed pressures." This is equally ap-
plicable to the relationship between the EAP and the em-
ployeesserved. Maintaining confidentialityisoftentimesthe
basis of program credibility. Serving employees with AIDS
must be no different.
EAPs have become institutionalized in work organizations

in increasing numbers over the past decade as a result of their
ability to respond to the personal problems of employees. They
have grown from offering limited services to programs that
deal with numerous dilemmas affecting employee productivity
and employer profitability. AIDS is a serious new problem
EAPs must now face. Given the record of EAPs, there is no
doubt that they wi I I respond to AI DS i n the workplace with a
magnanimity equal to other employee problems. ❑



2C~ GOOD REASONS
TC~ RECOMMEND

SERENITY LANE
Serenity Lane's Treatment Program is professional, thorough and
successful. You can see for yourself when you compare our list
of services.

We want to help people recover from the disease of alcoholism.
That's one good reason to recommend Serenity Lane—because
we care. Here are 20 others to help you decide:

1) 30 day residential program
2) 24-hour nursing care
3j Extensive aftercare sessions in

patient's own community (no extra charge)
4) Medical detoxification
5) Complete lab work-ups
6) Covered by major insurance programs
7) Experienced professlonai staff
8) Psychosocial history and psychological

testing
9) Psychiatric consultation
10) individual and group counseling

11) One week integrated family program
12) Non-denominational spiritual counseling
13) AA philosophy
14) Exercise and recreational program
15) Dietary counseling
16) Lectures, tppes, discussions
17J Use of community resources
18) Statewide active alumni social-recreational

program
19) Accredited by Joint Commission on

Accreditation of Hospitals
20J Member Oregon Hospital Association

In the past ten years Serenity Lane has produced over 2000 sober graduates, and that's the best reason
of all to recommend us.

❑s~SERENITY
We're with you all the wayl
616 East 16th, Eugene, OR 97401

PRIVATE AND NOT FOR PROFIT.

LANE CE NTERONT M
• Call collect (503) 687-1110

What arc yQU doing about AIDS?
Stay on top of Lhe Cates~t cleveloprrie~its iii p~•evention, precautions, and ~~reutrraent ry Mfr .. .

,AIDS ALERT
The monthly newsleCter that brings you the information and advice you heed to ~d'e-al with

AIDS in the workplace. you'll receive full coverage of the entire spcctritm of AIDS chall~en~es:

• Precautions +Education +Legal Issues • Re~iinburseuieiil
+Prevention +Hazards • Yolicy • 'lrea~ment

~~E ~ T 0 7ti•v AIDS ,4I_ERT yourself~F~~~~~~ — FrzE~ —
R~ p p fof• three n:ofaths

7jf ~ ~ at no cost o~• obligation.

Just co~i~plcte a~~d mail Che attached
registration card fo receive the nett three issues
FREE. ~~a'll discover how to dispel myths,
effectively aducate cmpl~yeea, ensure proper
preeaotion standards, and ~sta}~ up-co-date on

the lafes~ treatments for this international
dilemma. AIDS ALERT researches, gathers,

end rushes to yUU all the bulletins, the.

warnings, and the t~[eakthroughs. Tlie major
clinical and epidemiolo~ic updates you need to

meet this staff' safety menace head-on.

Mail today!

~ .d

❑ YES 1 would like [o evaluate the three trial issues of AIDS ALERT monthly
Inewsletter at no cost or obligation. '

' NnME ~_—_ ~ For faster service, I

I V cu(( TOLGFREE
TI"CLE

~ 1-800-554-1032
COMPANY —_ /~~ Georgia ~u~d outsrdc the

con(ii~en~al U.S. cul! I
ADDRESS (404)351-4523 '

clTV STATE zIP _~ M~i~ io: AID5 AI.I?RT

TELEPHONE ( ) -- the mauhlr ne~rslruer for hralrh

I'm aheady convinced of the ALERT's value. [3ill me for 1 An~crican H~:dih co~~,ulumis I
'one-Year subscription ($79). l understand that l'm protected Ucpanmcm dG93 I

P~a~hi ~~a3~k Urlvc, NE
by the NO-RISK GUARANTCsG*

~7 cr

*NO-RISK GUARANTEE: You must be completely satisfied with yotu' first issue or your I
money will be refunded promptly in full. Cancel anytime after drat ro receive a full refund for
the unused portion of your subscription.
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CONFERENCES AND
WORKSHOPS

The Cornell University School of In-
dustrial and Labor Relations in New
York City is hosting its Workshop
Seriesforwin#er/spring 1986. This cer-
tificate program includes classes on
collective bargaining, discipline and
grievance procedures, arbitration,
writing agreements, and other issues.
Workshops are scheduled from Feb-
ruary 19 to )une S. For more informa-
tion contact NYSSILR, Cornell Univer-
sity, i S E. 26th Street, New York, NY
i DOl 0.
From February through May, Aubrey

Daniels &Associates will be sponsor-
ingtheone-dayseminar, "How to Talk
to Peaple," ai locations throughout the
l~.S. Health care and human resource
professionals are encouraged to attend.
The seminar fee is $195. For more in-
formation contact: Aubrey Daniels &

Associates, 3537 Habersham at North-
lake, Tucker, GA 30084; (404) 493-
5080.
The seminar "The Brain and Sub-

stanceAbuse," sponsored by The North
Carolina Foundation for Drug and AI-
cohol Studies, will be held February
27-28 in Charlotte, March 6-7 in
Winston-Salem, and March 13-14 in
Raleigh, all North Carolina locations.
Featured will be doctors Mark Galizio
and William J. Overman. For more in-
formation contact: UNCW, Office of
Special Programs, UNC Wilmington,
601 S. College Rd., Wilmington, NC
28403-3297.

Designing Employee Assistance
Programs, a workshop instructed by
Dr. Dale Masi, will be held at the fol-
lowing locations and times: February
7-8, Atlanta, GA; March 14-15, Phil-

People Caring for People
with Love and Understanding.

"Through many years of experience
we've discovered that ̀ Recovery' is the
most rewarding profession that there is."

J.F. Emmert
Executive Director, CTC

Charlotte
• Inpatient/Outpatient treatment based
on the 12 Step Program of AA

Treatment 'Extensive aftercare planning and
involvement

Center •Full time medical staff of MD's and
RN's

P.O. Box 240197 •Family Program
1715 Sharon Road West
Charlotte, NC 28224 •Intensive 1 year follow-up with treat-
(704) 554-8373 ment outcome evaluations —data

available on request

JCAH Accredited •Sensitive to the needs of the patient
Licensed by the State of and the referring professional
North Carolina
Member: NAATP, AHA, •Warm, friendly and attractive
ADPA environment
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adelphia, PA; and April 18-19, Cam-
bridge, MA. It will be sponsored by
The Education Center of Sheppard
Pratt-A National Center for Behavioral
Sciences. For more information call:

•

gut ers
has been the first stop
and the first step back
to living for over

Smithers
Alcoholism Treatment
& Training Center
428 West 59 Street
New York NY 10019

For admissions and information:
212.554.6491



(800) 482-7800 toll free except in
Maryland, (800) 492-7044 in Mary-
(and, and 823-8200 in Baltimore,
MD; ask for ext. 2256 or 57.

MARCH

Seminar on Addiction/3 will be jointly
sponsored by the Jellenik Medical
Association and The Seminar on Addi-
tion from March 1-9 in London, Eng-
land. U.S. and United Kingdom ex-
perts on chemical dependency will be
present. For further information con-
tact: Seminar on Addiction, c/o
Agency International, Inc., 3033
Maple Drive, N.E., Atlanta, GA
30305; call Don Abrams at (404) 266-
2200.
On March 6-7, Circle Terrace Hos-

pital ofAlexandria, Virginiawill sponsor

Seabrook

House
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"Where Recovery Begins With Love"

Comprehensive Chemical

Dependency Treatment

Alcohol, Cocaine, Drugs

1-609-455-7575
1-800-582-59681in NJ only)

Seabrook House
Seabrook £t Atlantic City, New Jersey

the workshop "Relapse Prevention."
The fee is $120, which includes CEUs
and luncheons. For more information
contact: Robert Shelton, Circle Ter-
race Hospital, 904 Circle Terrace

Drive, Alexandria, VA 22302; (703)
836-6900, x330.
The Commission on Accreditation of

Rehabilitation Facilities has planned a
seminar for organizations providing

ou can
O JI~,~O~~
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1~~~a C

1
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You can call us right now, and help someone you know deal
with their alcohol or drug problem.

Stuyvesant Square is the hospital based Chemical
Dependency Treatment Program featuring a comprehensive
medical assessment and detoxification service, complete family
involvement and two full years of after care.

For more information ask us—or ask our alumni.

Call (212)-420-2900.

Refer to Stuyvesant Squaxe
The Chemical Dependency Treatment Program at
Beth Israel Medical Center.
First Avenue at 16th Street, New York, NY 10003
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The
l~Te~ York. Hospital

Cornell
l~~dical Center
~STCH~ST~R DIVISIOl~T

When other programs have failed ...And when alcoholism,
sedativism or cocaine abuse is linked to major psychiatric
problems ....Consider inpatient treatment at one of the
country's leading, university-based, psychiatric centers ...

AI,COHOI, TR~ATM~NT S~RVIC~
1 week detoxification program

7-3 month rehabilitation program
• Individual, group and family therapy •Activity therapy and careerguidance

• Alcoholics Anonymous meetings •Substance Anonymous meetings

•Intensive medical care and follow-up ~ •Aftercare counseling

• Blue Cross/Blue Shield coverage •Major insurance coverage
(in some cases) •Programs for children of alcoholics

~" For further information call (91~) 997-580/
y~ ,.~~ or write Alcohol Treatment Service

' -* III The New York Hospital-Westchester Divisionmh _ r

21 Bloomingdale Road, White Plains, NY 10605
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alcoholism and drug abuse treatment
programs to people with disabilities on
March 16-19 in Tucson, AZ. For more
information contact the Commission's
national office at: 2500 N. Pantano
Rd., Tucson, AZ 85715; (602) 886-
8575.
The Metrolina ALMACA Chapter,

Metrolina EAP and Univ. of North
Carolina—Charlotte will sponsor the
seventh annual Metrolina ALMACA
Training Seminar, with the theme
"1986: Preparation for Credentialing."
It will be held March 20-21 in Char-
lotte. For more information contact:
Karen P. Harkey, Metrolina EAP, Con-
ference Publicity Chairperson, 100
Billingsley Rd., Charlotte, NC 28211;
(704) 376-7465.

The workshop "Addictions, Attach-
ments and Spirituality," a weekend
workshop with Dr. Charles Whitfield,
will be held March 22-23 in Madison,
VA. It will be co-sponsored by Moun-
tainWood. For more information con-
tact: Sevenoaks Pathwork Center, Rt.
1, Box 86, Madison, VA 22727; (703)
948-6544.

APRIL

Charter Medical Corporation will host
SECAD-WEST, scheduled April 3-6,
1986, in Denver, Colorado. The
theme will be "Current Trends in Ad-
diction." For more information con-
tact: Charter Medical Corp:, Addictive
Diseases Div., 11050 Crabapple
Road, Suite D-120, Roswell, GA
30075.
The Charlotte Treatment Center

Alumni Association has announced
the Center's eighth annual confer-
ence, scheduled for April 4-6 in Char-
lotte, North Carolina. For more infor-
mation contact: CTC Alumni Assn.,
Conference Committee, P.O. Box
240197, Charlotte, NC 28224.

MAY

The Northeastern Conference on Alco-
holism and Drug Dependence (NECAD)



will be held May 4-7 in Newport,
Rhode island. It is sponsored annually
by Edgehill Newport Foundation.
Among the featured speakers are The
Hon. Harold Hughes, Dr. G. Douglas
Talbott, Dr. Janet Woititz, and others.
For more information contact: Jane A.
Drury, Conference Coordinator, Edge-
hill Newport Foundation, Beacon Hill
Road, Newport, RI 02840; (401) 847-
2225.

JUNE

The University of California, San
Diego (UCSD) Extension Program on
Alcohol Issues will host the confer-
ence, Alcohol Impaired Driving:
Focus on Prevention, in San Diego on
June 5-7. For more information con-
tact: Alcohol Impaired Driving Con-
ference, UCSD X-001, La Jolla, CA
92093; (619) 452-3400.

Seattle University's Alcohol Studies
Program, held in Seattle, WA, will
hold its summer quarter from June 16-
August 8. Also, its 37th Annual Sym-
posium on Alcoholism will be held
June 16-27. For more information con-
tact: Alcohol Studies Program, Seattle
Univ., Seattle, WA 98122; (206) 626-
6498.
The European Chapter will host its

1986 workshop at the Irish Manage-
ment Institute in Dublin on June 17. It
will feature three workshop tracks and
a "Call for Papers” has been issued.
Abstracts should be forwarded to:
Maurice Quinlan, Conference Chair,
European ALMACA Chapter, 36, Tir-
connel Ave., Lismore Lawn, Waterford.

OCTOBEtt

The World Conference on Alcoholism
will be held October 78-25 in Vienna,
Austria. It is sponsored by Charter
Medical Corporation and International
Council on Alcohol and Addictions.
Contact: The World Conf. on Alcohol-
ism, Charter Medical Corp., 11050
Crabapple Road, Suite D-120, Roswell,
GA 30075. ❑

Every day for over 10
years St. Helena has spe-
cialized in the future and
continues to do so. The
future of men and women
from all walks of life re-
covering from alcoholism
and drug abuse. Our treat-
ment program has helped
hundreds of our patients
and their families discover
a happy and productive
way oflife — a day at a time.
No ordinary treatment
facility, were blessed by
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St. Helena
Hospital and Health Center

of Napa Valley

nature at its best—forests,

breathtaking sunsets and
a lot of serenity. Our staff
is caring and highly
professional. The quality
of treatment is first rate.
Our costs are affordable.
For information about St.
Helenas Alcoholism and
Chemical Recovery Pro-
gram call 1-800/862-7575
in California, or 1-800/
358-9195 out of state, or
write St. Helena Hospital,
Deer Park, CA 94576.

~~ ~

D L DEDE
is the person addicted to alcohol and

other chemicals .. ,denial distorts or
destroys their capacity to see clearly,
think logically, and behave responsibly."
In the past 12 years Veritas Villa has assisted

over 8,000 men and women in breaking through
this denial and accepting responsibility for their
own recovery. Through our program of education,
care and fellowship, many of these people are
enjoying successful, productive lives today .. .
free of alcohol and other drugs.

VERITAS VILLA
RR 2, Box 415 Kerhonkson, N.Y. 12446

Please call to discuss fees, insurance
coverage and our unique aftercare program

(914)626-3555
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